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Preface

The last decade an important change in microwave measurements has taken place

due to the application of microprocessors: a microwave measurement

configuration without digital data-acquisition and data-processing is

unthinkable these days.

Digital data-acquisition with microwave measurements certainly isn't new.

However, the ease with which it is applied is.

One of the major problems in the application of computers in microwave

measurements used to be the interfacing of the various equipment because no

standard existed. The most commonly used interface type was the parallel-bus

using Binary Coded Decimal (BCD) codes with a variety of handshake protocols.

Thus, interfacing the equipment demanded a considerable knowledge of the

hardware involved.

Having no standard in hardware interfaces also means having no standard in

software device drivers. Therefore, a thorough knowledge of this driver (if

available at all) was also necessary. A change in control computer (other brand

or type) could imply a complete rewriting of the softwa,e and even a redesign
I

of the hardware interfacing. An example of such ·old-fashioned" interfacing is

described in [1].

At this moment it is almost impossible to buy a microwave measuring or control

instrument which cannot communicate with an external computer through one of

the standard interfaces IEEE-488 Standard Digital Interface (also called

General Purpose Instrument Bus, GPIB) or the less frequently applied RS-232

Serial-line Interface.

Software device drivers for data-communication and synchronization via the

1EE£-488 interface are available for many renowned control computers (eg. DEC

PDP-11 series, HP1000 series) and for various higher programming languages (~g.

Fortran and Basic). It reduces the remote control part of an automated
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measurement configuration to the generation or acceptance of the proper code

(usually ASCII) in a comparable way as with READ and WRITE statements in

Fortran. There is no need to know anything about the handshake protocol or about

other interface-hardware characteristics. There is (at the moment) no standard

for the subroutine names for the various functions on the 1EEE-488 interface

although these functions are well defined.

With the continuous improvement of the price/performance ratio for computer

systems a shift, both upwards and downwards, can be noticed in the types of

computers applied for microwave measurements. On the one hand Personal

Computers (PCs) are being used more and more in application areas which were

dominated by the larger and much more expensive control computers. At present

arithmetic performance of these PCs is comparable to that of control computers.

However, the support for real-time applications and interfacing problems is

often still not sufficient in both hardware and software.

On the other hand the tendency to buy more performance for the same

price remains: 32-bit computers (eg. micro VAX) are applied in areas where the

budget for such powerful computers wasn't sufficient in the past.

Having a standard in hardware and software interfacing does not mean that

there is a standard in software for the overall control of microwave

measuring installations. Almost every antenna- and radar laboratory has made

or has ha~ made a software package to fulfill their specific demands. Only a

few packages are on the market as "off the shelf" products (eg. Flam &Russell,

Scientific Atlanta). However, these software packages are very limited in

their possibilities, performance and user friendliness.

March Microwave Systems B.V. is the patent-holder and producer of the Compact

Antenna Test Range (CATR) with two parabolic cylinders (sometimes referred to

as the "Vokurka" range) [2]. Because of the high interest in turnkey

installations from its customers it seemed meaningful for March to start the

development of software packages for antenna and radar measurements for the

main application areas of CATRs.
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This report describes the contribution from the author to these software

packages. The work was performed as a research project for the Engineering

Degree (Ir.) at the Eindhoven University of Technology, Electromagnetism and

Circuit Theory Professional Group, Eindhoven, The Netherlands.

The actual work was done at March Microwave Systems B.V., Nuenen, The

Netherlands. All measuring results presented in this report were performed at

the antenna laboratory of the Eind. Univ. of Techn. in the summer of 19B5.

M.G.A. Boumans Nuenen, 7 October 1985
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o. Introduct~on

The main interest for March is in software packages for antenna measurements

(measurement of copolar and crosspolar radiation patterns as function of

azimuth and elevation or theta and phi) and for radar measurements (RCS as

function of range or aspect angle and imaging).

It is presumed that the reader of this report has a basic knowledge in antenna

and radar measurements.

A short summary of each chapter follows.

Chapter 1. Hardware components.

Hardware components are often equal for both antenna and radar

measurements. These components will be described.

Chapter 2. Set-up of the measurements.

The set-up for antenna measurements differs substantially from the

set-up for radar measurements. Antenna measurements in general and

more specific the set-up for these measurements will be described.

Radar measurements are described in a more preliminary way in

appendix 2.

Chapter 3. Display software.

Many software modules are essentially the same for both antenna and

radar measurements, especially for display software (2-D, 3-D and

contour plots). Therefore the data storage structures are kept the

same for antenna and radar measurements. This data structure, the

display software and the way this software is operated are described

Appendix 1. Graphics library.

A graphics library for 2-D plots (cartesian and polar), 3-D plots

and contour plots was especially developed for the acquisition

software packages described in this report. A summary of all
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routines developed, a sample of a subroutine description, the

accessory listing and a sample program are given.

All graphics in this report were designed using this libra.ry.

Appendix Z. Software for high accuracy, time-gated CW RCS measurements and

high resolution imaging with the HPB510.

A preliminary description is given of a software package for radar

measurements as it will be released in the beginning of 19B6.

Images of actual measurements are shown in a sub-appendix.

Appendix 3. Experimental RCS measurements with CATR 3025B.

Actual results of time-gated CW measurements of a flat square plate

and a cylinder are presented. Also a non-time-gated CW RCS

measurement has been performed to show the effects of the time-gate

in 'the measurements.
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1. Hardware components.

Hardware components are essentially the same for both antenna and radar

measurements. Some components are optional. The hardware configurations usually

employed are shown in figure 1 for antenna measurements and in figure 2 for

radar measurements.

SOURCE RECEIVER POSITIONER
CONTROLLER

directionel
coupler

FREQUENCY

CONVERTER

al a2 bl b2

test
antenna

receiver
feed

positioner configurations:
a over b =
1. azimuth over elevation
2. elevation over azimuth
3. azimuth over polar

The polar positioner's function
can be performed manually if
the positioner's axis is fixed
during measurements.

The receiver feed + polar positioner part can be replaced by:

hor.
or pol.

b2

ver.
pol.

Figure 1. Typical antenna measurement configuration.
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RECEIVER

FREQUENCY

CONVERTER
81 82 bl b2

POSITIONER

CONTROLLER

receiver
feed

: transmi tter
: feed.

J~ target

The feeds' polar positioner's function
can be performed manually.

The transmitter's feed + polar
positioner can be replaced by:

! !

The receiver's feed + polar
positioner can be replaced by:

bI b2

SWITCH

hor.
poL

ver.
pol.

hor. pol.

vert. pol.

Figure Z. Typical radar measurement configuration.
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Source/receiver

The following description of RF-hardware is limited to a configuration based

on the HPBS10. It is the configuration which March will recommend for antenna

and radar measurements. The software described in this report will have certain

dependencies on this equipment. However, it has always been taken into account

that the software must be device independent where possible. Therefore, device

dependent parts must be concentrated into properly located blocks.

HPBS10 Vector Network Analyzer.

A new standard in integrated microwave measuring equipment was introduced by

Hewlett Packard in February 19B4 with the HPBS10 Vector Network Analyzer. This

instrument is capable of performing error-corrected magnitude and phase

measurements at 'frequencies from 4S MHz to 26.5 GHz. It has a number of

built-in microprocessors, an extensive menu-controlled operating system and

many ways in which measured data can be manipulated and displayed graphically.

The menu-controlled operating system is an illustrative example of user

friendliness; only a short explanation is necessary to be able to perform the

basic measurements, while measurement parameters can be changed quickly and

easily.

I
The HPBS10 constitutes an integrated measuring system 'together with one of the

accessory Test Sets HP8S11, HP8S12, HPB513, HPB514 ori HP8515 and one of.the

sources HPB340, HP8341 or HP83S0. For the operator this set of equipment

functions as one single instrument, controlled through the HP8510.

Primarily the HPBS10 was designed to measure and analyze the S-parameters of a

two-port microwave device. Only a very small number of the built-in functions

of the HPBS10 are useful for antenna measurements. At the introduction of the

HPBS10 there were hardly any possibilities to use the system as a source and

receiver as is usual in antenna measurements. With the release of operating

system version 2 many of these limit~tion~ are removed. An external

control computer is necessary for most antenna measurement applications.

The capabilities of the HP8510 to very quickly transform measured data from
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the frequency domain to the time domain and vice versa with several options

(windowing, time gating) make the instrument eminently suitable for RCS

measurements; the time domain response represents the one-dimensional radar

range response. For measurements of RCS versus aspect angle and radar imaging

an external computer is needed for the control of measuring equipment and for

the imaging transformations.

HPB5tl Frequengy Converter

The HPBSll Frequency Converter is the most universal Test Set for antenna and

radar measurements. It is primarily designed for measurements other than the

standard S-parameter measurements. It mainly consists of four microwave mixers

and a number of microwave switches.

Together with the HPBSIO it constitutes a microwave receiver with four inputs:

al, a2, b1 and b2. Any of the four inputs can be measured relative to any of.
the remaining three inputs. Phase lock can only be acquired from input a1 or

a2.

HPS450, HPB340, HP8341 Sweep Oscillators

The HP8450 is a sweep oscillator for which a number of plug-in units with

various frequency spans and output powers are available.

The HP8340 and HPB341 are synthesized frequency sources/for a frequency range

from 10 MHz to 26.5 GHz for the HPB340 and from 10 MHz 'to 20.0 GHz for the

HP8341. It has three modes of operation: CW-mode, synthesized (or stepped)

mode and swept mode. In synthesized mode frequencies are generated at

equidistant discrete frequencies between the start and stop frequency. The

source is phase-locked to an internal reference oscillator at every frequency.

Synthesized mode is extremely accurate, but also very slow compared with swept

mode. In swept mode the synthesized sources operate similar to the HP83S0

sweep oscillator.

Power amplifier

A microwave power amplifier may be necessary to improve the dynamic range of
the measurements.
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Positioners, positioner controllers, positioner prograrr

There is a large variety in available equipment for controlling electric

motors. Until recently, mainly direct current motors were used. These days

stepper motors are applied more and more.

Hardware for the control of a single motor (often referred to as a single

axis) is widely available. The function of this hardware is to move the

outcoming axis (mostly connected to the motor axis through a reduction box)

from position A to position B at a certain speed and with certain maximum

acceleration. Positions, speed and acceleration can be remotely controlled.

Some more advanced controllers (often referred to as positioner programmers)

are capable of performing a raster scan using two axes. A raster scan is a

means of scanning a two-dimansional "area" according to the step-scan-step

scan ••••. or to the step-scan-retr.ce-step-scan-retrace •••.• principle (see

Chapter 2, Mechanical control set-up). Raster scans are essential for antenna

measurements. However, it is no problem to generate the raster movement with

single-axis controllers and an external control computer. For radar imaging

and RCS versus aspect angle measurements only one axis needs to be controlled

during a measurement.

I
For antenna measurements with a polar over azimuth positioner configuration

for the test-antenna it is essential that the feed of. the test range rotates

synchronous with the polar positioner of the test antenna. Because it usually

is not possible to move two axes at the same time, the test antenna's polar

positioner must be the step-axis.

The control of positioners is very well-defined. It is • properly located

software module. However, it may often need to be rewritten because of the

l.rge variety in positioner equipment.
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Ortho Mode Transducer, OMT

An Ortho Mode Transducer (OMT) separates the two polarizations in a dual-mode

medium (eg. circular or square wave guide) into two signals, each representing

one of the two polarizations, or, vice versa, combines two signals into two

polarizations in a dual-mode medium.

In figure 1 an OMT is shown as an alternative for a feed with single

polarization or a dual feed system at the receiver side. When co- and cross

polarization are measured in two successive measurements using a single feed

which is rotated 90 degrees after the first measurement, the amplitude of the

two measurements can be related, but the phase cannot because of the low

phase stability in time of measuring equipment and anechoic chamber. For

instance, it would not be possible to compute the axial ratio of an antenna in

a certain direction this way.

The advantage of an OMT is that co- and oross-polarization can be measured at

the same time, which means that both magnitude and phase can be related. When

a dual-feed system is used, co- and cross-polarization can also be measured at

the same time, but an aspect angle shift between the two polarizations will

exist because the two feeds are physically separated: a shift of the feed away

from the focal point of the CATR means a tilt of the plane wave generated by
/

the CATR [3J. A shift of 10 em causes a tilt of approx~ 0.8 degrees on a CATR

model 3025. This is a large error for modern satellite antennas,with

beamwidths of the same order as this tilt. Correction is easy when the tilt

rotation axis and the test antenna rotation axis are parallel. Otherwise

correction may become very complex.

Up to now OMTs are mainly used in near field measurements. For the near field 

far field transformation it is essential that amplitude and phase are known

correctly for both polarizations.

An increased interest can be noticed in using OMTs with antenna far field

measurements in order to be able to manipulate the measured data (eg.

coordinate transformation from azimuth over elevation to polar over azimuth

positioner configurations or correction for cross-polarization of the CATR) or
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to reduce measuring time by a factor two. However, practical experience with

OMTs in such measurements is limited, which makes it difficult to implement

OMTs in a general and useful way.

In radar measurements a large bandwidth means a high radar range resolution.

OMTs operating in a large bandwidth have large crosstalk, which makes the

correction as described in the following necessary.

Normally a dual feed system at the receiver side is used with radar

measurements.

The following describes the theoretical aspects of an OMT and a possible

calibration procedure to obtain correction coefficients.

An OMT can be considered as a linear network device with two input ports and

two output ports. The two input ports are combined in the physically single

input port of a wavegUide (for instance, a circular or square wavegUide). The

input signals are the two ortho-mode linear polarizations in the waveguide,

representing co- and cross-polar.

The outputs are two rectangular waveguides or coaxial-connectors, one

containing the co-polar input signal and a fraction of the cross-polar input

signal, the other containing the cross-polar input sigdal and a fraction of

the co-polar signal.

Mathematically this can be described by:

E1 =A * Eco + B * Ecr
(1 )

E2 = C * Eco + D * Ecr

where all terms are complex and

E1 and E2 are the OMT output signals, and

Eco and Ecr are the OMT input signals, representing co- and cross-polar

signals.
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The inverse relation exists when DET ; 0, where DET is the determinant

of the system (1):

DET =A * D - B * C

The inverse relation is given by:

Eco = ( D * E1 - B * E2 ) I DET

Ecr = ( A * E2 - C * E1 ) I DET

(2)

(3 )

So it is possible to get the correct values for Eco and Ecr from E1 and E2

with a software correction program.

A calibration procedure for an OMT to get the values for A, B, C and D as

defined in (1) could be as follows:

1. Install a linearly polarized calibration antenna (which could be the test

antenna itself) on the positioner so that the antenna pattern's maximum points

towards the CATR's boresight. The reference co-polar is, by definition, the
!

direction of the co-polar of the calibration antenna. Rotate the calibration

antenna so that its cp-polar is the desired reference. co-polar.

2. Measure E1 and E2, which we will name Ela and E2a. Now A =Ela I Eco and

C =E2a I Eco are known except for a constant, because Eco is not known.

However, C I A =E2a I E1a is independent of Eco and thus known at this

moment.

3. Rotate the antenna 90 degrees. Now the reference cross-polar is, by

definition, the calibration antenna's co-polar.

4. Measure E1 and E2, which we will name E1b and E2b. Now B =E1b I Ecr and

D =E2b I Ecr are known except for a constant, because Ecr is not known.
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However, B / D =Elb / E2b is independent of Ecr and thus known at this

moment.

The relation between Band D from step 4 and A and C from step 2 is known

only when the phase stayed constant during the rotation at step 3, because

then Eco =Ecr, and, for instance, A I B =Ela I Elb.

If the phase did not stay constant, a fifth step is necessary:

5. Rotate the antenna 45 degrees back 50 that it is exactly between 00- and

cross-polar. Thus Eco =Ecr in amplitude and phase.

The meaning of this calibration can be understood better if we rewrite (3) as

Eco =alfa * ( El - B / D * E2)
(4 )

Ecr =beta * ( E2 - C / A * El)

where alfa =D I DET and beta =A / DET. We see that step 2 mentioned above

delivered us C / A and step 4 delivered us a I D. When the phase was

maintained from step 2 to 4, all measured values for A, a, C and D have a

correct relation. Thus alfa I beta =D I A. When this phase could not be

maintained we have to perform step 5 in the calibration procedure. Now we can
I

calculate alfa I beta using (4) together with the fact' that Eco =Ecr, which

gives:

alfa I beta = (E2c - C I A * Elc ) I ( Elc - BID * EZc) (5)

where E1c and E2c are the measured values for E1 and EZ at step 5.

It is not necessary to know alfa and beta separately for measuring relative

radiation patterns. However, a decision must be made to calculate the exact

co- and cross-polar signal values which can be stored in the data file. This

decision could be A = 1 when the test antenna's maximum is in the direction

of the CATR's plane wave, or any other decision which gives acceptable

numerical values to be stored in the data file.
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Having an OMT, it is possible to make an antenna measurement with polar over

azimuth positioners WITHOUT rotating the CATR's feed (anti)-synchronous with

the test antenna's polar positioner, because now we can calculate the power

(or field strength) for any linear polarization, including the rotated co- and

cross-polar configurations.

Suppose that the reference co- and cross-polar must be rotated e degrees

from the calibrated values. We name the new, rotated, co- and cross-polar

Erco and Ercr. Figure 3. shows this rotation.

,I

Figure 3. Reference co- and cross-polar and rotated co- and cross-polar

definition.

Then we can write:

Erco =cos (e) 'If Eco + sin(e) 'If Ecr

Ercr = -sin(e) 'If Eco + cos(e) 'If Ecr

or
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Erco =alfa * ( cos(e) - sin(e) * beta I alfa * C / A ) * El

+ ( sin (e) * beta / alfa - cos(e) * B / A ) * E2 J

Ercr =alfa * ( sin(e) * B / D + cos(e) * beta / alfa ) * E2

- ( sin (e) + cos (e) * beta I alfa * C I A ) * Ei J

In figure 2. the relation between leo, lcr is more or less arbitrary and

should be seen as a definition. e can be varied in the positive direction

and the negative direction, which has the same meaning as synchronous or

anti-synchronous rotation of the feed's polar positioner.

ContTo~ co~puteT

The control computer system should fulfill the following demands:

- Control computer with real-time capabilities.

For the data-acquisition and the synchronisation of the measuring equipment

it is necessary that the computer can react immediately (real-time) after

an interrupt or service request from the measuring e~uipment.

- Multi-tasking ope~ating system.

The possibility to have several programs executing in parallel, which can

communicate with each other and have several ways to synchronize with each

other gives more possibilities to implement a complex program as the data

acquisition program.

- Multi-user operating system.

The control computer's utilization factor during data acquisition is

strongly dependent of the actual type of measurement running. With very

accurate measurements, meaning long measuring times per data sample, this

utilization factor is very low. This makes it possible to manipulate or

display earlier acquired data. Because the utilization factor of data
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manipulation programs can be very high (up to 100 % for programs which have

no in- and output) it is necessary that such a program can be given a low

priority.

- IEEE-488 software and hardware driver.

Because all used instruments have an IEEE-488 interface for remote

control, this interface must also be implemented on the control computer in

both hardware and software support. The software driver must be Fortran

callable as this is the programming language March has chosen for the

software package.

- Graphics terminal with sufficient resolution (ca. 100 pixels per inch)

and sufficient executing speed for both graphics and text commands.

- Sufficient maIn or RAM memory in the computer to have the operating system,

an acquisition program and a data manipulation or display program stored

in main memory. Too much swapping of program parts from memory to disk and

vice versa is very time-consuming and therefore annoying to the operator.

Swapping is unacceptable for the data acquisition program.

- A (fixed) hard disk with a storage capacity of at least 10 Mbytes, a floppy
I

disk drive for storage of small amounts of data and optionally a tape

streamer for the back-up of the hard disk and storage of large amounts of

measured data.

March started the development of the software package on a Digital Equipment

Corporation (DEC) ~PDP-11/23 system with RT-11 single user operating

system and VT240 graphics terminal. Recently the ~RSX-11 multi-user

operating system was installed. Now this system fulfills the requirements

mentioned above. It is also fully compatible with the more powerfu1l ~PDP-11/7

3

system, which has a faster processor and a larger fixed disk.

From the beginning it has been taken into account that the software must be

implementable on DEC ~VAX or Hewlett Packard HP1000 systems.
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z. Se~-up of ~he measuremen~s

The way in which an antenna measurement set-up must be defined is sufficiently

evaluated. This evaluation follows in the next sections. There is a large

agreement in the set-up for various antenna and antenna-related measurements,

as explained in the next section. Processing of antenna data will not be

discussed here, although many processing algorithms are possible.

The actual definition for the set-up of radar measurements is not yet

finished. The data-acquisition and instrumentation control for antenna and

radar measurements do not differ much. With radar measurements, mechanical

control is even simpler because only one axis can be involved actively in a

measurement. However, with radar measurements, data acquisition should often

be followed by data processing: Fast Fourier Transformation from frequency

domain to time domain, imaging algorithms, subtraction of the empty-room or.
background, etc. Much of this processing can be done by both the HP8510 and

the external control computer, each having their own advantages and

disadvantages. Desiding which instrument has to do which processing is very

important in the design of the system because of the consequences it may have

in the future.

There are also many ways to specify a single input parame~er:

the range resolution in meters or the frequency sweep span have the same

effect. Only one can be entered, because it automatically gives the other. The

best ~ay to define the set-up for a measurement is not yet determined

definitively. Many radar measurement sessions have been performed to get

actual experience with radar measurements using the HP8510 and a CATR. The

opinions on the set-up for radar measurement of other companies also play an

important role in the final definition of this set-up. After all, the software

is primarily being developed for sale to such companies.

The actual measurements were also performed as a test for the software modules

ready at this moment. Appendices 2 and 3 show actual measurement results of

these measurement sessions. Appendix 2 also gives a description of what radar

measurement software must be able to do and how data processing developes from

acquisition to final result. The theory involved in radar measurements can be

found in (4). A technical note summarizing this theory will be introduced in

the near future.

The remainder of this chapter will only deal with antenna measurements.
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Introduction to antenna measurements

and instrumentation control

Before the definition of the set-up for antenna measurements, some important

remarks on antenna measurements in relation with measurement hardware must be

made to get a proper idea of what the software should actually do:

For the acquisition software an antenna test range consists of a receiver, a

source, positioner controller(s) and a control computer. The rest of the test

range can be varied without changing the basic measuremen~ procedures. For

instance, it does not differ whether measurements are made on a Compact

Antenna Test Range (CATR) or on an outdoor range. Even measurements which

differ very much in their physical meanings, can be essentially the same for

the acqUisition software: a measurement of a far field pattern of some test

antenna and a m!asurement of the CATR's quiet zone field differ substantially

in their hardware configurations and physical meanings, but positioners

control, RF-control, data acquisition and data storage are the same.

Polarization must be divided in pure hardware matters and combined hardware I

software matters: the acquisition software or the above mentioned measuring

instruments cannot distinguish any polarization. The operator must keep a good

administration on what kind of measurement is made and wpich polarizations

were connected to which receiver inputs. !

Measurements which involve an Ortho Mode Transducer (OMT) can be very software

dependent. If no cross-talk correction (correction fot not exact orthogonal

outputs of the ONT) is necessary, the OMT is a pure hardware matter comparable

with the use of two feeds at the receiver side and therefore of no concern to

the software. However, as shown in the previous chapter, cross-talk correction

is possible and even a rotation of the OMT can be simulated without actually

rotating it. These features are a matter of the acquisition software.

The basic measurement procedure is as follows (the basic data storage is

discussed in another section):

1. The positioner controller controls a scan-movement of any of the

positioners. Every time an increment position is reached it interrupts the

control computer.
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2. When the computer is interrupted it triggers the source and receiver to

start a (pre-adjusted) measurement.

3. Source and receiver perform the measurement and interrupt the computer

when this measurement is completed.

4. The computer acquires the measured data from the receiver.

5. If necessary, the computer (re)adjusts the source and receiver, in order to

be ready for the next measurement. Now the system is in the same state as

at the beginning of step 1. If desired, step 1 can be performed again.

After all data has been acquired during a scan movement a step has to be

performed for the step-axis, and, if not fixed, also for the auxiliary axis

(see mechanical control). Some positioner controllers will be able to perform

a raster-scan on their own, for other positioner controllers the control

computer has to control the step-axis in a raster-scan.

Two levels of data correction during data-acquisition can be distinguished:

1. Corrections performed by the measuring instruments (the HP8510 has extended

correction possibilities),

2. Corrections performed by the acquisition software, for instance for

correcting the OMTs.

Both corrections are performed before the first data storage stage: the data
I

file with measured data. For level 1 this is obvious, for level 2 this was

an arbitrarily choise.

All corrections which create a new data file out of another data file are at

the level of data-processing, which is independent of the RF-measurements.

No form of data processing will be discussed in this report.

All corrections need calibration measurements to generate correction

parameters. Calibration measurements for the internal correction of the HP8510

are beyond the scope of this report. Calibration procedures for the OMTs were

discussed in the previous chapter.
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The actual measurement procedure for the previously described instrumentation

is as follows:

The source (eg. HPB341) is controlled by the receiver (HPBS10) and set-up

information for this source is sent to the receiver. For actual set-up

information, refer to the RF-control section.

The HPBS10 has four inputs. It can measure up to four parameters in one

measurement sequence. These parameters can be defined freely as a ratio with

any of the four inputs as numerator and any other input as denominator. The

acquired data for each parameter is stored in the HPB510 in so-called raw data

arrays. Phase lock can be acqUired on inputs a1 and a2. The software will

always define a1 as the channel to acquire phase lock from. This to prevent

things from getting to complicated or confusing.

The HPB510 has two processing channels, each of which can calculate a

corrected parameter out of the raw data arrays. However, the correction

algorithms are standard microwave network correction algorithms which use the

standard parameters 511, 512, 521 and 522. These correction algorithms cannot

be changed.

The corrected data can be transformed from frequency domain to time domain by

the HPB510 when the time domain option (option 010) is available.

The acquisition software must be able to acquire any of the four raw data

arrays or two corrected (transformed) data arrays.

There are two basic measurements as far as frequency setting is concerned:

CW-measurements and swept-frequency measurements.

The HPB510 has no more than five possibilities: measuring in CW-mode or

measuring a trace of 51, 101, 201 or 401 data points linearly distributed

along a frequency scale.

Measurements can be averaged automatically by the HP8510 up to 4096 times by

repeating the measurement for each data point when the source is in stepped

mode (synthesized mode) or by repeating the sweep in swept mode.

When swept-frequency measurements are desired with another number of

frequencies than the HP8510 can deliver, a HPB510 frequency sweep is properly

fitted onto the desired frequency points by means of linear interpolation.

Only the selection of 1, 2, 3, 5, 11, 21, 26, etc frequencies means that the

stored data exactly equals the acquired data.
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The 1EEE-4BB digital interface bus control aspects can be summarized as

follows:

The set-up of all instruments is not complicated: ASCII character strings with

the proper contents are sent to the instruments over the IEEE bus. The

positioner controller generates a SRQ (Service ReQuest = interrupt) whenever

an increment position is reached. The HP8510 is in so-called Triggered Mode.

This means that a measurement (one or more, depending on the averaging factor)

is made when it receives a GET (Group Execute Trigger) command over the IEEE

bus. When the measurement is completed the HP8510 also generates a SRQ and the

computer can acquire the desired data. To service a SRQ it is necessary for

the computer to be able to execute a parallel poll and a serial poll. All

these features are 50 common to the 1EEE-488 interface that no problems have

to be expected with any sophisticated computer having a FORTRAN callable IEEE

software driver.

Measurement speed can be estimated as follows:

The standard sweep time for traces of any length is 100 msec. A minimal sweep

time of 10 msec. per 50 data points can be selected. Sweep time cannot be

adjusted in stepped mode. Then the source phase-locks to an internal reference

oscillator at every frequency and ·sweep· time depends mainly on the number of

data points in a trace. In CW-mode sweep times have no meaning.
/

When averaging is selected, measurement times with swept sources will be

multiplied by the averaging factor. In stepped mode, only one ·sweep· iS,made,

in which every data point is sampled as much as the averaging factor demands.

A reinitialization time is necessary between successive sweeps. Actual

measuring times and overall performance must be verified experimentally.

As a consequence swept mode 15 faster than stepped mode when averaging is off.

However, with increasing averaging factor and depending on the number of data

points per trace, stepped mode will become faster than swept mode.

The utilization factor of the PDP-l1/23 or PDP-l1/73 computers for the

transport of trace data over the IEEE bus can be estimated as follows:

A data string for a trace of 51 data points has a length of 51*8 bytes • 408

bytes (32-bit floating point format). This data is transferred from the IEEE
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hardware device driver into the computer's RAM memory by means of DMA (Direct

Memory Access). Considering a worst case in which the IEEE device driver and

CPU always want access to the memory at the same time (which is very unlikely)

the IEEE driver would "steal" 408 CPU memory fetch cycles of about 800 nsec

(PDP-11/23) each, which is only 326 microseconds in total. Considering a

fastest measurement cycle of 10 msec per parameter shows that the utilization

of the CPU for data transport can be neglected.

The maximum data transport rate over the IEEE bus controlled by a DEC IEQ11-A

driver is 150 kbytes / sec. However, the maximum rate in which the HP8510

generates data on the bus as talker is specified as ca. 10 kbytes / sec (about

50 msec for one trace of 51 data points). Therefore, the HPB510 is the
slowliest element in the measuring system. -------

Mechanical control set-up

Mechanical control must be able to control maximally 3 axes actively

involved in a measurement. These axes will be named:

1. step-axis,

2. scan-axis,

3. auxiliary-axis.

Anyone of the hardware positioner controllers can be.'assigned freely to one of

these axes.

One of the raster-scan patterns shown in the following figure must be

selected. Tracking (= moving one axis from position HaR to position Hb R
) can

be performed by defining only one scan (step =0).
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Figure ~. Raster scan types. A: with retrace. B: forward/reverse.

The following input data must be handled:

(an asterisk * before a column of items means that onlY/ one item at a time can

be selected).

a. Definition of controllers

step-axis =*controller 1 =*step

*controller 2 =*azimuth

*controller 3 *elevation

*polar

*r

*x

*y

*blank

N.B. The last column has an

administrative meaning only.

It has no influence on the

controller functions.

These names can be renamed by

the operator.
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scan-axis =see step-axis with *step replaced by *scan

aux.-axis =see step-axis with *step replaced by *aux.

b. Definition of raster scan

step direction =*forward

*reverse

first scan =*forward

*reverse

second scan =*forward
·*retrace

*reverse

aux.-axis =*fixed

*synchronous with step-axis

*anti-synchronous with step-axis

(*synchronous with scan-axis)

(*anti-synchronous with scan-axis)
!

N.B. synchronous means that the aux.-axis rotates in the same NUMERICAL

direction and with the same rotational speed as the step-aliso This can mean

that the hardware rotates the other way around, depending on actual wire

connections. Anti-synchronous is in the other direction as synchronous.

Thus, for synchronous mode: step-axis - aux.-axis =constant,

for anti-synchronous mode: step-axis + aux.axis =constant.

(Anti-)synchronous with the SCAN-axis may not be possible for continuously

running scans, because only one axis-controller can perform a positioning at a

time. It is not recommended to perform scans in a stepped way (meaning

stopping at every data point), although this may be necessary with extremely

long measuring times.
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c. Calibration =definition of reference position with static

positioners

step-axis = xxx xxx dg

scan-axis = xxxxxx dg

aux.-axis = XXXXIX dg

N.B. xxxxxx means numerical input.

N.B. Special aiding programs may be necessary for this.

d. Definition of step- and scan-axis limits and speeds

and aux.-axis initial position

step-axis fiom:xxxxxx dg, to:XXXIXX dg, step:xxxxxx dg, veloc.:xxxxxx dgts

scan-axis from:xxxxxx dg, to:XXXXIX dg, incr.:xxxxxx dg, veloc.:xxxxxx dgts

aux.-axis XXllX1 dg

N.B. Actual directions are determined by the raster-scan definition.
!

The value for the aux.-axis has the following meaning:

- for fixed it is just the desired position.

- for (anti)-synchronous it is the initial position at the beginning of

the measurement.
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RF - ContTo~ set-up

The reference~input at the HPBSll is always ala Phase lock is also acquired

from this input.

The following input data concerning RF-control must be handled:

a. Definition of parameters

Pl = *inactive =*blank = *a2 I al

*blank *hor. pol. *bl I a1

*cross-polar *vert. pol. *bZ I al

*co-polar *RH eire. pol.

*reflection *LH eire. pol.

PZ = see at Pl

P3 =see at Pl

P4 = see at Pl

N.B. The first two columns have an administrative meaning only. However, when
/

the first item of the first column is chosen, all other items concerning that

parameter have no meaning and no data is a~quired or stored for that parameter.

b. Definition of graphic titles

Character strings of up to thirty characters for each parameter can be

entered, which will be displayed in graphics whenever that parameter is

graphically displayed. For instance:

Pl = ·co-polar pattern of antenna X4·

PZ ="This is exactly thirty charac."

P3 = ·Calibration of quiet zone GWS."

P4 = "etcetera.·
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c. Definition of source power

Source power =*constant = xxxxx dBm

*slope from:xxxxx dBm, to:xxxxx dBm

d. Definition of measurement frequencies

Frequency =*CW = xxxxx Hz

*swept from:x:xxx Hz, to:xxxxx Hz, incr:xxxxx Hz

*5tepped from:xxxxx Hz, to:xxxxx Hz, incr:xxxxx Hz

e. Definition of sweep time (only possible in swept mode)

Sweep time = xxxxx sec

f. Definition of averaging factor

Averaging factor = xxxxx

!
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3. D~sp~ay software

It was shown in the previous chapter that most antenna ana antenna-related

measurements can be performed with the same measurement procedure. Having such

an automated maesurement configuration it is possible to perform measurements

in a matter of minutes or hours, which would take days if performed by hand.

Automated measurement configurations also make many complex measurements

possible, which could not be performed by hand at all.

However, when complexity increases, the need to reduce the acquired information

to an acceptable quantity also increases.

There are two main ways to accomplish this:

1. Calculating a limited set of basic antenna parameters as 3 dB beamwidth,

power levels of first, second, etc. sidelobes, positions of these sidelobes,

positioons of Dzero's" in the radiation pattern, max. gain, and tests stating

'whether a tobal measurement does or does not meet certain specifications.

2. Visualizing (subsets of) the data by means of cartesian, polar, contour or

3-D plots.

The parameters mentioned at 1. are often sufficient for intermediate or final

tests in a production line. However, if no or little pre-information is known

about the object being measured (eg. a newly designed antenna), such numerical
/

values seldom suffice. Also when an error in an antenna system must be found,

or when changes are made to an antenna system between;successive measurements,. .

·additional information is necessary. Then plots show most information.

Data file format structure

A general data file format structure is used for both the radar and the antenna

software. Data files with this structure will be used for storage of data

acqUired by acquisition programs as well as by numerical-analytical programs

and will be used as input for all data processing and presentation programs.

In this way, many display programs can be the same for both software packages.
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The data file format structure is based on positioner controllers which can

perform a so-called raster scan and multi-channel receivers which can perform

swept-frequency measurements. The raster scan and swept frequency principles

are considered known.

Usually the data will be acquired in the same sequential order as it is

stored. This storage is according to figure 5.
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Figure 5. General data file format structure.

Each basic storage unit of a certain level is subdivided in the basic storage

unit of the following lower level. LevelS contains the actual data samples.

Levell: contains all scans in the order in which they were acquired and
contains the directory.
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The last data structure in the data file is a directory, which contains

information on the structure of the data file and all sorts of numerical

information on the overall data acquisition proces, as date, operator's name,

range information, and so on. The directory is written into the last blocks

(one block = 512 bytes) of the data file and starts on a block boundary.

Level 2: contains all the measurements at each measurement position

(positioner angle or distance) for each scan.

Level 3: contains a maximum of four input parameters and an optional

measurement position.

Many positioner controllers generate increment pulses at equally spaced scan

and step-axis positions. Thus the actual measurement position for all

measurements can be deduced from start, stop, and increment values for each.
positioner axis and the position of the sample in the overall structure of

the data file. In that case the actual step- and scan-axis positions will not

be stored for each measurement position.

However, it may not be possible (for instance with numerical-analytical

results) or desirable to fullfill this condition. If so, .the actual step- and

scan-values have to be stored for each measuring position separately. A status
!

byte in the directory of the file identifies how positioner information is

stored in the data file.

Level 4: contains the traces of measurement data.

Each measurement at a measurement position for every parameter consists of a

trace of data. This trace can be in frequency or time domain. The length of

the trace can be 0 (parameter not active), 1 (single sample at each

measurement position) or any posistive number. Domain and trace length can be

different for each parameter, and are defined in the directory.

Level 5: contains the actual measurement samples.

The measurement samples may be in complex format for full vector information,

or in single real format when only the magnitude is stored. Data formats can

be different for each parameter. Which data format is used is defined in the

directory.
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Operator input with graphics

Only the last ten columns of the screen are reserved for the menu. The

remaining area of the screen (the first 70 columns) is reserved for graphics.

In this way graphics can be manipulated interactively and every command can be

executed without having to switch from menu to graphics and vice-versa.

Two types of input must be distinguished:

1. Selection of an item out of a list of items.

In the preceding chapter and in the following sections, such lists were marked

with asterisks before each item. An item is chosen by first selecting the

proper list by pressing the arrow keys on the keyboard: the upper-arrow key

selects the list above the present selected one (if existing, otherwise the

bell will ring)~ the down-arrow key selects the list below the present selected

one (if existing). The chosen or active list is displayed in reverse mode

(black and white interchanged). Only one item out of the list is displayed at

the same time. The displayed item can be changed by pressing a (pre-defined)

function key on the keyboard. Each time the key is pressed the next item in the

list is displayed. The last item in the list is followed by the first item

again, resulting in an indefinitely repeating list of items.
/

~. Numerical input.

When a number has to be input, the typed digits appear in the display field.

With menu type 1, this display field will be wide enough to contain the whole

number. However, with menu type 1, having only ten columns, this field may be

too small (especially when 4 reals have to be input, as with normalized input

for a 2-D plot label). Then the number scrolls away in the horizontal

direction. Nevertheless, all digits are saved, and the number can be scrolled

back for editing.

Some of the examples in appendix 2 also show parts of the menu.
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2-D Plots

2-D plots concern the presentation of F(x), where x and F are any meaningful

combinations of independent and dependent variables within the earlier defined

data file.

Two functions, F(x) and G(y), using overlay or split-screen features.

Important information on the displayed graph is shown above and under this

graph.

At least one marker for each function, which can follow the displayed trace

and display the x and F(x) values at the marker position, is included. This

marker is moved by pressing the right or left arrow key. It will also be

possible to have it moved to a keyboard entered x or F(x) value.

The following input must be handled for 2-D plots:

a. Definition of layout

type of graphpaper = *cartesian

*polar

*horizontally split

*vertically split

*cartesian and polar

format = *logarithmic magnitude

*linear magnitude

*phase

*10g. mag. &phase

*lin. mag. &phase

*real part

*imaginary part

*real & imago part

!



format left label = * -40,0

* -60,0

* -so,O
*user input

*normalized
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N.B. By definition, the left label

always relates to magnitude or real

part. Defaults are usual logarithmic

magnitude scales in antenna

measurements.

N.B. With user input, two numbers have to be entered, which define the bottom

and top margins.

With normalized input, four numbers have to be entered, which define· the

bottom and top margins for the data to be displayed (as with user input)

followed by the bottom and top margins for the label which will be displayed.

For instance, when -30,30,-1.2,1.2 is entered, data is displayed going from

-30 at the bottom to 30 at the top, while a label from -1.2 at the bottom to

1.2 at the top is displayed. Thus, a normalized unit is Z5 actual units.

Numbers to be entered can have any unambiguous format: integers, floating

point numbers, numbers in exponential notation or numbers with any of the

following suffixes: f, p, n, u, m, k, M, G, or T, meaning femto, pico, nano,

micro, milli, kilo, Mega, Giga, and Tera respectively. When an error in the

input is detected, this is reported, and the operator is given the possibility

to rectify the number with full editing capabilities.

format right label =* -180,180

* -45,45

* -5,5
*user input

*normalized

domain label =*-180,180

or horizontal *-30,30

label *-6,6

*-1,1

*user input

*normalized

N.B. By definition, the right label

always realates to phase or

imaginary part. Defaults are

usual phase scales in antenna

measurements.

N.B. Defaults are usual scales for

azimuth or elevation in antenna

measurements.
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recall = xxxx

save = xxxx

delete = xxxx

A number of pre-defined layouts can be saved, recalled or deleted for quick

definition of the layout. An explicit delete for a stored layout is included

to prohibit that earlier defined layouts are accidentally overwritten.

Examples of the cartesian, the polar and the horizontally split layouts are

given in appendix 2.

b. Definition of the trace to be drawn

A 2-D plot consists of one or two traces, each representing a single function

value plotted as function of only one variable (for instance, magnitude and/or

phase as function of elevation, which is the step position).

Because data files in general can contain up to four parameters of which each

can contain up to two function values (real and imaginary part) as function(s)

of at most three variables (two position variables and frequency or time), a

accurate specification of the data to be plotted is necessary:

input file = ......... I
The name of the file which contains the data to be

displayed must be entered. :'

parameter =*Pl

*P2

*P3

*P4

This is the function value to be displayed.

type of domain =*scan-axis position

*step-axis position

*frequency

*time

This is the independent variable.
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fi~ed values for the other domain values:

domain = scan-axis position ==> step-axis position = xxxx

frequency = xxxx

or: time =xxx x

domain =step-axis position ==> scan-axis position = xxxx

frequency = xxxx

or: time =xxxx

domain =frequency or time ==> step-axis position = xxx x

scan-axis position = xxxx

c. Definition of offsets

left label offset = xxxx

right label offset =xxxx

horizontal label offset =xxx

N.B. The default offsets are: all data displayed as stored in the data file.

With logarithmic magnitude the 0 dB level is assigned to the maximum of all

data in a single data file.

d. Definition of data plottina procedures

plot mode = *single trace (only one trace shown at a time)

*multi trace (traces for one function are shown in overlay)

line type = *single data points

*solid line

*dashed line
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line color = *pen nr 1 N.B. Various pen numbers mean various colors

*pen nr 2 on the VT240 terminal.

*pen nr 3 When the VT240 has only one color

*pen nr 4 available, they are nevertheless remembered

*pen nr 5 for the pen plotter when a pen-plotter dump

*pen nr 6 is made.

e. Definition of marker positions

marker position =*as commanded by arrow keys

*as commanded by user input =*domain value =xxxx

*magnitude

*phase

*real part

*imag part

N.B. Only values for displayed functions can be entered.

f. Definition of hard copy.

hard copy =*video memory dump on LA50 or LA210 (men~ not included)

*dump on pen plotter

A video memory dump on the printer is always possible as a VT240 hardkey

feature. Then, the menu is always included.
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Contour p~ots

Contour plots concern the display of constant height contours of a function

F(x,y), where x and yare the step- and scan-axis positions and F(x,y) is any

of the parameters stored in a data file at a single frequency.

Important information on the displayed graph (for instance maximum and

minimum, the displayed parameter, etc.) is shown above, below and aside the

graph. The height levels can be distinguished by numbers along the contour

lines (only possible with adequate space between contour lines) or by using

various colors (possible on color devices only) or various line patterns

(these may become obscure on low resolution devices). In the last two cases a

legend can be included aside the graph. -----

Examples of such plots are given in appendix 2.

The following input data must be handled for contour plots:

a. Definition of layout

type of graphpaper =*cartesian

*polar/square

*polar

.I

Polar graphpaper is necessary for displaying data acquired in polar

coordinates or spherical coordinates.

format = *logarithmic magnitude

*linear magnitude

*phase

*real part

*imaginary part
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format step-axis label =*-180,180

*-30,30

*-6,6

*-1,1

*user input

*normalized input

format scan-axis label =see step-axis

With polar graphpaper, the axis representing the polar coordinate's angle

(which can be the step-axis as well as the scan-axis) is always from -180 to

180 and is not selectable.

With cartesian graphpaper the vertical axis always represents the step-axis

and the horizontal axis always represents the scan-axis.

b. Definition of contour height levels to be drawn

The domains for contour plots are always the step- and scan-axis. Therefore,

only a parameter and, if a frequency swept measurement is stored, a frequency

definition are necessary to defin~ the data set from which contours are drawn.

input file = .

parameter = *Pl

*P2

*P3

*P4

*frequency =xxxx

*time

height levels = *-3dB

*-10dB

*a,b,c,d,e, •.•• (user input)

*a;b;c (user input)

!
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a,b,c,d,e means height levels at level a, level b, etc., freely

selectable. Up to 5 levels can be entered at once, the levels separated by

commas. For instance: -3,-10,-20. Additional levels can always be added.

a;b;c means height levels from level a to level b with an increment factor c.

For instance: -3;-15;-3 means contours at height levels -3, -6, -9, -12 and

-15.

c. Definition of offsets

step-axis label offset = xxxx

scan-axis label offset = xxxx

function value label offset = xxxx

N.B. The default offsets are: all data displayed as stored in the data file.

With logarithmic magnitude the 0 dB level is assigned to the maximum of all

data in a single data file.

d. Definition of data plotting procedures
!

plot mode = *single height level (only one height level shown at a time)

*multi height level (height levels are shown in overlay)

line type = *solid lines

*dashed lines

*dotted lines

*solid/dashed/dotted

line type = solid/dashed/dotted means that the first contour level is drawn

with solid lines, the next with dashed lines, the third with dotted lines, the

fourth with solid lines again, etc.
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line color = *pen nr 1 N.B. Various pen numbers mean various colors

*pen nr 2 on the VT240 terminal.

*pen nr :3 When the VT240 has only one color available,

*pen nr 4 they are nevertheless remembered for the

*pen nr 5 pen plotter when a dump is made.

*pen nr 6

tall pens

line color =all pens means that the first contour level is drawn with pen nr

1, the next with pen nr 2, the sixth with pen nr 6, the seventh with pen nr 1

aga.in, etc.

When both line type = solid/da.shed/dotted and line color = all pens are

selected the sequence is:

solid lines + pen nr 1

solid lines + pen nr 2

solid lines + pen nr 6

dashed lines + pen nr 1

dashed lines + pen nr 6

dotted lines + pen nr 1

dotted lines + pen nr 6

solid lines + pen nr 1

etcetera

legend = Knot included

*included
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e. Definition of hard copy

hard copy =*video memory dump on LASO or LA210 (menu not included)

*dump on pen plotter

3-D Plots

3-D plots concern graphs showing the projection of data traces along constant

x and constant y values of a function F(I,y) with hidden lines removed. K and

yare the step- and scan-axis positions.

Important information on the displayed graph (for instance maximum and

minimum, the displayed parameter, etc.) is shown above, below and aside the

graph. The step~axis as well as the scan-axis can be the front axis of the

graph, depending on the user specifications. Therefore, a text label is

displayed along the front and side axes. The displayed text is the text chosen

at the -definition of controllers- item in the Mechanical Control menu (page

•• , item a).

The following data must be handled:
I
I

a. Definition of layout

format =*logarithmic magnitude

*linear magnitude

*phase

*real part

*imaginary part

format function value label =*0,-40

*0,-60

*0,-80

*user input

*normalized
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format step-axis label = *-180,180

*-30,30

*-6,6

*-1,1

*user input

*normalized

format scan-axis label = see step-axis

projection = *normal

*isometric

viewing angle =*30,60

*30,120

*user input

drawing mode = *gridded

*waterfall

line density =*line per datapoint

*line per 2 datapoints

*line per 5 datapoints

*user input

threshold level =*no threshold

*bottom z-axis label value

Lines are drawn through data points only and have a constant step-axis value

or a constant scan-axis value. Only domain points within the specified

domain label limits are considered. Z-values are not truncated at the

z-label's top value. They can be truncated at the z-label's bottom value,

depending on the threshold specification.
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It is not necessary that lines are drawn for every constant step-axis value or

every constant scan-axis value within the boundary label limits; one line can

be drawn every nmore than one n data point (for instance to display very large

data files without getting a completely black graph). Nevertheless, in a drawn

trace every data point is included. See the following figure (top view):
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Figure 6. Line per 3 datapoints in a 3-D graph.

I

The 3-D program starts drawing at the two front boundafies, skips the number

of specified traces before every next trace and draws, all desired traces up to

the specified back boundary limit.

There are two types of projection:

normal projection is a mathematic orthogonal projection on a plane

perpendicular to the specified viewing direction so that the 3-D z-axis is

parallel to the graphic display's vertical axis. The viewing angle is

specified by the two standard spherical angles. The following figure

illustrates this.
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Figure 7. Definition of projection surface and viewing angles.

The" relation between the data file and the viewing angle is illustrated in the

following figure:
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Figure B. Relation between data file and viewing angles.

Domain label values are automatically properly fitted along the graph, using

the domain limit specifications from the user and the directory information

from the data file.
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For the figures shown above the isometric projection was used. This is the

commonly used projection in mathematics and mechanical engineering. However,

it is a not "realM projection. The Hreal" projection, as if it were a

photograph, is named the normal projection. The 3-D plots in appendix 2 also

use isometric projection.

By properly defining the viewing angle phi, any side of the 3-D graph can be

shown as the front side (with horizontal lines with isometric projection and

tilted lines with normal projection). -45 dg =< phi =< 45 dg gives the first

scan as front line, 45 dg =< phi =< 135 dg gives the trace along the last data

points in a scan as front line, etc:

Two types of drawing modes exist:

gridded means that lines are drawn both along constant scan-values and along

constant step vAlues,

waterfall means that lines are drawn only parallel to the front side (as

explained above).

b. Definition of the function to be drawn

The domains for 3-D plots are always the step- and scad-axis. Therefore, only

a parameter and, if a frequency swept measurement is $tared, a frequency

definition are necessary to define the data set from which contours are drawn.

parameter • *Pl

*P2

*P3

*P4

*frequency =xxxx

*time
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c. Definition of offsets

step-axis label offset = xxxx

scaD-axis label offset = xxxx

function value label offset = xxx x

N.B. The default offsets are: all data displayed and stored in the data file.

With logarithmic magnitude the 0 dB level is assigned to the maximum of all

data in a single trace.

d. Plotting procedures are not user selectable

Plot mode is al~ays a single function.

Line type is always solid.

Line color is always pen nr 1.

e. Definition of hard copy

hard copy = *video dump on LASO or LA210 (menu not included)
I*dump on pen plotter
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Graph~cs l~brary

March Microwave Systems decided to develop its own graphics library for

the displaying parts of the antenna and radar software. The following reasons

can be mentioned why this decision was made:

- At the moment March started the development of the acquisition software its

personal had experience with Digital Equipment Corporation's library for the

VT125 and VT240 terminals: ReGIS Graphics Library (RGL). The following

disadvantages were generally admitted: procedures for cartesian plots only,

not for polar, contour or 3-D plots; slowly in execution speed; very long

executable codes for the possibilities offered.

The source codes (in Fortran) were available. However, it appeared

~~~iDlp:ractible to change this code to improve execution speed, to shorten the

codes or to make the library suitable for other graphic devices than the

earlier mentloned DEC terminals.

Hewlett Packard offers an advanced graphics library for the HP1000 series

computer systems. It has more extensive capabilities than DEC's library.

It is also capable of generating code for a variety of graphics devices

(video terminals, pen plotters, etc.).

However, no source files for this library are available. This means that no
I

basic changes can be made to this library, and, more important, that it can

only be used on HP1000 series computers.

- It is very confusing and impractical to use different libraries for

cartesian, polar, contour, or 3-D plots. Maybe even different libraries for

cartesian plots on the video terminal and on a pen plotter. And different

libraries for each brand of computers or graphic devices.

Every time something essential would change about the hardware, a new

library might have to be studied, and all source files of the antenna and

radar software involved in displaying data would have to be reexamined.
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- It is easy to judge whether a new option can be implemented and how it

should be done if the graphics library has been developed internally.

Then also many special needs, coming from the specific application of

displaying antenna and radar data, can be implemented immediately. An

example of such special needs is shown in the description of HLABEL which

follows: the need to allign the leftmost and/or rightmost number with

the left or right side of the graph was a direct consequence of the

horizontal split layout for 2-D plots (see chapter 3).

The following demands were given at the start of the development of the

graphics library:

A proper separation in a device-independent and a device dependent part of

the library. Only the device-dependent part should need a change when a new

device must be implemented. The following description of HLABEL shows a devicE

independent routine, that of SCHRMD shows a device dependent routine. HLABEL

does a CALL to SCHRMD.

- The DEC VT240 and the Hewlett Packard HP747S pen plotter must be implemented

from the beginning.

- Appli~ation programs should be suitable for different graphic devices by

changing only the device number in the subroutine call to the graphics

initialization routine STARTG. Subroutines with a very device-specific

function are skipped if a device is specified which cannot execute that

function (eg. the function 'screen erase', SCRERS, cannot be executed by a

pen plotter).

- The layout of the video screen or the pen plotter paper must be flexible.

It must be possible to move, enlarge or diminish a complete graph, including

grid, labels and trace, by only changing the corner specifications of the

graph (the input variables of the routine SETP12 of the following sample

program) •
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- The drawing algorithms must be fast and the codes must be short. The

algorithms must be optimal for a pen plotter, meaning as less as possible

pen movements with the pen up (for instance, the routine CNTOUR, which draws

a contour plot, scans a data file until it finds the beginning of a contour,

then follows it until it is closed or until it reaches the end of the data

file. After that, it continues scanning the data file for the next contour

line).

A number of coordinate systems were introduced for the graphics library:

1. Device coordinate system.

This is the coordinate system of the actual graphics device. All references

in any of the other coordinate systems must be transformed to this

·coordinate system. The device coordinate system normally differs for each

graphics device. It is not intended for the application programmer.

Z. Normalized coordinate system.

This is a coordinate system which is the same for each graphics device.

~ts function is to be able to specify positions relative to the total

drawing area. Using this coordinate system it is possible to get a graph

or line of text at the same relative position, inde~endent of the actual

graphics device.

3. User coordinate system.

This is a cartesian coordinate system with user definable units.

4. Polar coordinate system.

This coordinate system is meant for drawing polar plots. The radius units

are user selectable.

5. 3-D coordinate system.

This is a three-dimensional coordinate system with user definable units,

which is being projected on the graphics device from a user definable

projection direction.
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Subroutines were written for:

(N.B. see at the end of this chapter for a more detailed description)

a. Drawing cartesian graph paper, labeling the sides of this paper with

numbers and text, and plotting data on this paper.

A sample program for cartesian plots is given in a following section.

b. Drawing polar graph paper, labeling the radius axis of this paper with

numbers and text, and plotting data on this paper.

c. Drawing 3-D functions with user definable projection direction and labeling

the x, y, and z-axis with numbers and text.

d. Drawing contour plots at any height level on cartesian graph paper.

e. Drawing text, selecting line patterns, selecting pens or colors, erasing

the screen, etc.

The remainder of this appendix gives the listing, explanation and result of a

sample program f~r a cartesian plot, two subroutine descriptions with accessory

source listings and a summary of all graphic subroutines developed.
!
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Sample program for cartesian plot

Comment for program DEMOZD.

linenr comment

3 The plot must be drawn on graphic device 1, which is the VDU. Device

Z is the HP7475 pen plotter.

4 The address (Fortran LUN) of the VDU is 5. For device Z this address

is the GP-IB bus address of the pen plotter.

5 STARTG initializes the software and hardware for the specified device.

6 SCRERS erases the VDU screen. No operation is performed when the

selected device is the pen plotter.

7 SETP12 defInes the bottom-left and top-right corners of the graphpaper

in normalized coordinates. The coordinates are (75,50) and (600,450)

respectively. The entire screen has a bottom-left coordinate of (0,0)

and a top-right coordinate of (799,479).

8 RWPAP draws a cartesian graphpaper. The input parameters have the

following meanings (from left to right):

3 = draw tick marks along both bottom and top side. The length of the

tick marks is a default value, which can be changed with the
I

subroutine STCKLN (set tick length).

6 =divide horizontal axes in 6 major divisions.

Z =divide each hor. major division in two minor divisions.

3 = draw tick marks along both left and right side.

4 =divide vertical axes in 4 major divisions.

4 = divide each vert. major division in four minor divisions.

9 HLABEL labels the horizontal axis with numbers and text. The input

parameters have the following maenings (from left to right):

1 = label the BOTTOM axis.

-3. = numerical label's left value.

3. =numerical label's right value. Every tick mark between major
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divisions gets a numerical value interpolated between these left

and right values.

4 = maximum number of digits to be used in a single label number.

Trailing or leading zeros are not drawn.

'Angle (radians I pi)' =text label to be drawn along specified axis.

VLABEL labels the vertical axis with numbers and text. The input

parameters have a similar meaning as with HLABEL.

SWNDWD defines the clipping window for the drawing instructions MOVEA

and PLOTA. The clipping window is defined by the top-right and bottom

left corners of the window in normalized device coordinates, similar

as with SETP12. The same coordinates were chosen as with SETP12.

SCALE defines a user coordinate system by specifying the user

coordinate values for the two points defined with SETP1Z.

represent a Fortran DO loop which draws the trace.

MOVEA moves the graphics cursor to a specified position in the user

coordinate system without anything being drawn.

PLOTA draws a line from the current graphics cursor position to the

specified position. The new graphics cursor position is the specified

position.

MOVEDN moves the graphics cursor to the specif~ed position in the

normalized coordinate system. Here it specifies the position where

the character string should be displayed: Using NOVEDN causes the

character string to be displayed at the same relative position on

every graphics device, independent of the actual addressing of the

device.

GRTEXT displays the specified character string at the current graphic

cursor position. The current graphic cursor position is the top-left

of the first character. The characterstring can be specified by a

alphanumerical string between quotation marks ' or by the name of the

array which contains the character string. The next input parameter

specifies the maximum number of characters to be displayed.
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PROGRAM DEM02D

PI = 3.141593

IDEVIC = 1

IADRES = 5
CALL STARTG(IDEVIC,IADRES)

CALL SCRERS

CALL SETP12(75,50,600,450)

CALL DRWPAP(3,6,2,3,3,4)

CALL HLABEL(l,-3.,3.,4,'Angle (radians I pi)')

CALL VLABEL(1,-.5,1.,3,'Sinc-function')

CALL SWNDWD(75,50,600,450)

CALL SCALE(-3.*PI,-.5,3.*PI,l.)

DO 100 1=-30,30

X =PI if I I 10.

IF (X.EO.O) GO TO 30

Y =SINOO/X

GO TO 35

30 Y =1.

35 IF (I.NE.-30) GO TO 50

CALL MOVEA(X,Y)

GO TO 100

SO CALL PLOTA(X,Y)
100 CONTINUE

CALL MOVEDN(0,479)

CALL GRTEXT(

* 'This program demonstrates the 2-D program structure of MGL.',

* 80)

200 GO TO 200

END
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Result of program DEMOZD:
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Sample descrip~ions for graphic routines

HLABEL Horizontal label.

HLABEL labels the horizontal axis of a graphpaper with numbers and text.

The boundaries of the major divisions of a horizontal axis of the graphpaper

drawn by DRWPAP are labeled with numbers according to the specifications of

left and right label limits. These numbers are in floating point notation

unless the number cannot be represented by the number of digits specified. (See

the remark at the end of this description). Then the numbers are in exponential

notation. The subroutine's default selection for notation can always be

overruled by the user by setting the proper bits of the specification word

iaxis.

The position of the first and the last number can be aligned with the left

and/or right boundaries of the graph setting the proper bits in iaxis.

If specified, a string expression can be written along the axis to give a

title to this axis. The actual position of this string depends on the

(chosen) notation of the numbers.

HLABEL uses the divisions specification of the last call to DRWPAP.
!

N.B. No more major divisions in DRWPAP should be specif'ied than numbers can

be written along the axis without over-writin~ each other. Leading and

trailing zeros are not printed.

The format is as follows:

CALL HLABEL(iaxis,rmin,rmax,nrdigt,string)

where:

iaxis specifies the axis to be labeled, the numerical format

(to overrule the default) and the position of the first and

last number.
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Only bits 1 to 6 have a meaning.

Bit 1 set (decimal 1): label bottom axis.

Bit Z set (decimal Z): label top axis.

Bit 3 set (decimal 4): floating point notation ALWAYS.
Bit 4 set (decimal B): exponential notation ALWAYS.

Bit 5 set (decimal 16): left-most number aligned with the

left boundary of the graph.

Bit 6 set (decimal 32): right-most number aligned with the

right boundary of the graph.

Combinations are possible, however, only one out of bit 1

and Z can be chosen and only one out of bit 3 and 4.

specifies the numerical value of the left limit of the label.

specifies the numerical value of the right limit of the label.

specifies the maximal number of digits to be used for the

floating point notation or the mantissa of the exponential

notation. Sign and decimal point are not included in this

number.

I
specifies the array which contains the alphanumerical string

to be written along the specified axis. The string must always

be terminated by a null byte. The string is aligned at the

centre of the graph.

If no string is wanted specify 0 (integer).

The default formats for numbers are as follows:

Floating point notation, unless the maximum of the absolute values of rmin

and rmax is greater than or equal to 10**nrdigt - .5 or less than 0.1.
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Set character mode.

SCHRMD sets character size, string direction and slant.

The character size is specified by the character width and height. Character

width and height are normalized to a standard size a.nd are specified as real

numbers. Some graphic devices are capable to draw characters exactly with the

specified sizes, other graphic devices, especially low resolution devices,

round the specified size to whole or half numbers.

If possible, characters with the same specified size have the same relative

size on all graphic devices. Otherwise, a size close to the specified size

will be taken.

The" character string direction is specified by the angle, in· degrees, between

the horizontal and the line along which characters are written. Some devices

are able to write strings with any direction, others will round the specified

direction to a value out of a limited number of directions.

The character slant is specified by the angle, in degrees, between the

perpendicular of the direction of the string and the verticals of the
!

characters. Some devices are able to write with continuous variable slant

dire~tions, other devices will round the specified slant to a value out of a

limited number of slant directions.

The format is as follows:

CALL SCHRMD(width,height,direct,slant)

where:

width specifies the character width relative to the normalized

character width.
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specifies the character height relative to the normalized

character height.

specifies the angle, in degrees, between the horizontal and

the line along which characters are written.

specifies the angle, in degrees, between the perpendicular of

the character string direction and the verticals of the

characters.

For the VTZ40 the following limitations apply:

Character height is rounded to a value from the series .5, 1, 1.5, 2.25,

3, 3.75, 4.5, 5.25, 6, 6.75, 7.5, a.Z5, 9, 9.75, 10.5, 11.25, lZ.

- Character width is rounded to a whole number from 1 to 16.

- Character direction is rounded to a value from a series with 45 degrees

increments: ..• , -45, 0, 45, •.•

Character slant is rounded to a value from a series with 22.5 degrees

increments: -45, -22.5, 0, 22.5, 45.

The HP747S pen plotter has no limitations in character height, width or

direction. Character slant is rounded to numbers betwe~n ± 75 degrees.
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SUBROUTINE HLABEL(IAXIS,RMIN,RMAX,NRDIGT,CHRSTR)

LOGICAL*l CHRSTR(l)

COMMON /GRPH2/IP1X,IP1Y,IP2X,IP2Y,UP1X,UP1Y,UP2X,UP2Y

COMMON /GRPH5/IXAXTP,MAJDVX,MINDVX,

* IYAXTP,MAJDVY,MINDVY,

* TLMAJ,TLMIN
COMMON /GRPHB/ICHRWD,ICHRHG

IF «IAXIS.AND.3).EQ.O) RETURN

lEXP = 0
R = AMAX1(ABS(RMlN),ABS(RMAX))

IF «R.GE.(lO.**NRDIGT - .S)).OR.(R.LT. 0.1)) IEXP =1

IF «IAXIS.AND.4).NE.O) IEXP = 0

IF «IAXIS.AND.B).NE.O) IEXP = 1

DEVDIV = FLOA~(IP2X-IP1X)/MAJDVX

RLDIV = (RMAX-RMIN)/MAJDVX
IF «IAXIS.AND.2).NE.O) GO TO 20

IYPOS = IP1Y - IROUND(.2S * ICHRHG)
GO TO 40

20 IYPOS =IP2Y t IROUND(l.ZS * ICHRHG)
IF (IEXP.NE.O) IYPOS = IYPOS + ICHRHG

40 DO 100 I=O,MAJDVX,l

ISPEC = lEX?

IXPOS = IP1X + IROUND(I * DEVDIV)
IF «I.EQ.0).AND.«IAXIS.AND.16).NE.0» ISPEC = ISPEC + Z

IF «I.EQ.MAJDVX).AND.«IAXIS.AND.3Z).NE.0» ISPEC = ISPEC t 6

REAL = RMIN + I*RLDIV

CALL MOVEDN(IXPOS,IYPOS)
CALL PRNTNR(REAL,ISPEC,NRDIGT)

100 CONTINUE
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200 LENGTH =LENG(CHRSTR)

IF (LENGTH.EO.O) RETURN
IX = IROUND(.5*(IP2X-IP1X)) + IP1X - LENGTH*ICHRWD

IF «IAXIS.AND.2).NE.0) GO TO 220

IY = IP1Y - IROUND(1.5*ICHRHG)
IF (IEXP.NE.O) IY =IY - ICHRHG

GO TO 240

220 IY = IP2Y + IROUND(2.5*ICHRHG)
IF (IEXP.NE.O) IY = IY + ICHRHG

240 CALL MOVEDN(IX,IY)

CALL SCHRMD(2.,1.,O.,0.)

CALL GRTEXT(CHRSTR,LENGTH)

CALL SCHRMD(l.,l.,O.,O.)
RETURN

END

==========================================================================

SUBROUTINE SCHRMD(WIDTH,HEIGHT,DIRECT,SLANT)

LOGICAL*l OUTSTR(132)
COMMON IGRPH6/IDVICE,LUNGDV,INDEX,OUTSTR

COMMON IGRPHB/ICHRWD,ICHRHG

LOGICAL*l FMT(6)
DATA FMTI' ( , , ,F' , , B' , , • ' , , 3' , , ) , I

GO TO (10,20) IDVICE

10 CALL GROUTS('T(D',IROUND(DIRECT),'S',IROUND(WIDTH),O)

CALL GROUT5('H',IROUND{HEIGHT*2),'I',IROUND(-SLANT),')')

RETURN
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C Character size is based on a normalized devive coordinate system of 800

C by 480 with a character width of 8 and a character cell size of 9 by 20.

C These are actual figures for the VT240.

C Relative width: .5 * 9 / 800 * 100% = .5625%

C This causes the character spacing to be correct.

C Relative height: 14 / 480 * 100% = 2.917%

C This causes the character height to be correct. However, the line spacing

C will be incorrect!

20 CALL GROUTR('SR',.5625*HEIGHT,FMT,B,O)

CALL GROUTR(',' ,2.917*WIDTH,FMT,B,';')

ANGLE = DIRECT/S7.2958

CALL GROUTR('DR' ,COS(ANGLE),FMT,a,O)

CALL GROUTR(' ,',SIN(ANGLE),FMT,B,';')

IF (ABS(SLANT).GT.75.) GO TO 40

ANGLE = SLANT/S7.295B

GO TO SO

40 ANGLE =SIGN(7S.,SLANT)

SO CALL GROUTR('SL',SIN(ANGLE)/COS(ANGLE),FMT,B,';'),

RETURN

END
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Summary of graphic subroutines

CHGCLR changes the color in 3-D plots when switching from top to bottom and

vice versa.

CIRCU draws a circle around a specified centre with a specified radius,

all in user coordinates.

CLRBOX erases the screen within the in normalized coordinates specified box.

CLSRGS exits ReGIS mode. Following characters to the terminal are interpreted

in text mode.

CNTOUR draws a contour plot at a specified height level using the specified

data.

DRWPAP creates a grid similar to a sheet of cartesian graph paper.

FRST3D initializes the drawing of a single 3-D line and moves the graphic

cursor to the specified position in device coordinates.

GERROR prints a graphic warning or error message.

GRENCD encodes an integer number into a string of ASCII characters.

GROUTR encodes a textstring + real number + textstring into one single string

and sends it to the active graphics device.

GROUTl sends a textstring to the active graphics device.

GROUTS encodes a textstring + integer number + textstring into one single

string and sends it to the active graphics device.
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GROUTS encodes a textstring + integer number + textstring + integer number +
textstring into one single string and sends it to the active graphics

device.

GRTEXT writes a specified alphanumerical string starting at the present

graphic cursor location.

HCBOXD transfers the contents of the video screen within the in normalized

coordinates specified box to the graphics printer.

HCOFST specifies the location of the upper left corner of the hard copy

image on the paper.

HLABEL labels the horizontal axis of a graphpaper with numbers and text.

HRDCPY outputs the visible video screen to the graphics printer.

INIT3D initializes the drawing of a 3-D grahp.

IXPROJ performs the projection from the 3-D coordinate system to the device

coordinate system's x-coordinate.

IYPROJ performs the projection from the 3-D coordinate system to the device

coordinate system's y-coordinate.

LINE3D draws a line, with hidden lines removed, from the current graphics

cursor position to the specified graphics cursor position in device

coordinates.

MARKER draws a marker around the current graphic cursor position.

MOVDNR moves the graphic cursor by the specified distance in the normalized

coordinate system.
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MOVEA moves the graphic cursor to the specified position in the user

coordinate system.

MOVED moves the graphic cursor to the specified position in the device

coordinate system.

MOVEDN moves the graphic cursor to the specified position in the normalized

coordinate system.

MOVEDR moves the graphic cursor by the specified distance in the device

coordinate system.

MOVEP moves the graphic cursor to the specified position in the polar

coordinate system.

MOVE3D moves the graphic cursor to the specified position in the 3-D

coordinate system.

OPNRGS enters ReGIS mode. Following characters to the terminal are

interpreted in graphics mode.

,
PLABEL labels the polar graphpaper with numbers and text.

PLOTA draws a line from the current graphic cursor location to the specified

location in the user coordinate system.

PLOTD draws a line from the current graphic cursor location to the specified

location in the device coordinate system.

PLOTDN draws a line from the current graphic cursor location to the specified

location in the normalized coordinate system.

PLOTDR draws a line from the current graphic cursor position to this

position plus the specified distance, in device coordinates.
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PLOTP draws a line from the current graphic cursor location to the specified

location in the polar coordinate system.

PLOT3D draws a line from the current graphic cursor location to the specified

location in the 3-D coordinate system.

POLPAP creates a grid similar to a sheet of polar graphpaper.

PRNTNR encodes and writes a number at a specified position in floating point

or exponential notation.

RECTD draws a rectangle at the specified corner points, in device

coordinates.

SADJ3D specifies the kind of adjustment of the hidden area for 3-D drawing.

SBGVAL sets the background value which is written in the display memory at

the addressed pixel locations.

SBOX3D defines reference center and size of a box in normalized coordinates

for scaling the 3-D coordinate system and drawing labels along the
I

3-D plot. .

SCALE defines scaling factors for a user coordinate system.

SCALEP defines scaling factors for a polar coordinate system.

SCAL3D defines scaling factors for a 3-D coordinate system.

SCHRMD defines character size, direction and slant.

SCRERS erases the video screen.

SDRA3D specifies the hidden area for 3-D drawing routines.
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SELPEN selects a pen for a pen plotter.

SETPPL defines reference center and radius in normalized coordinates for

scaling the polar coordinate system and polar graphpaper.

SETP12 defines two reference points in normalized coordinates for

scaling the user coordinate system and cartesian graphpaper.

SFGVAL sets the foreground value which is written in the display memory at

the addressed pixel locations.

SLINPT defines the line pattern used with drawing

SNEGWR inverts the effect of the pattern memory of the video terminal.

SSCLOM sets the lightness intensity of a given pixel depending on its value

in the display memory.

STARTG starts graphics for specified device and sets parameters to default

values.

STCKLN defines the tick length for graphpaper.

SWNDWD defines a clipping window by two opposite corners of a rectangle

in the device coordinate system.

SWNDWU defines a clipping window by two opposite corners of a rectangle

in the user coordinate system.

SWRTMD specifies the writing mode for subsequent drawing commands.

SWRTPL selects the plane(s) which are allowed to change by subsequent drawing

commands.
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VIEW3D specifies the viewing direction for 3-D projection.

VLABEL labels the vertical axis of a graphpaper with numbers and text.

XLBL3D labels the x-axis of a 3-D graph with numbers and text.

YLBL3D labels the y-axis of a 3-D graph with numbers and text.

ZLBL3D labels the z-axis of a 3-D graph with numbers and text.
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In~roduc~ion

A measurement system is described for making high accuracy, time gated CW RCS

measurements and high resolution images. The system can also be used for

analyzing anechoic chambers used for radar measurements.

The system is based on the Hewlett Packard HPBS10A Vector Network Analyzer

and is controlled by a ·~PDP-ll computer from Digital Equipment Corporation

(DEC).

This description is divided in four parts:

- hardware configuration

data processing stages in ReS measurements and imaging

- software for data acquisition and imaging

- software for displaying data

The appendix snows results of actual measurements.
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Hardware oonfigura~ion

Figure 1 shows the hardware configuration. It includes the following

instruments:

RF-equipment

- Hewlett Packard HPB510A Vector Network Analyzer and HPB511A Frequency

Converter, which together form a RF receiver,

- Hewlett Packard Synthesized Sweeper model HPB340A (10 MHz - 26.5 GHz)

or HPB341A (10 MHz - 20.0 GHz) or Sweep Oscillator model HP8350B with

appropriate plug-in unit.

For high performance measurements one of the Synthesized Sweepers is

recommended. A power microwave amplifier (for instance, HPB349B) may be

necessary to improve the dynamic range.

Positioner equipment

Any sophisticated positioner I positioner controller which is IEEE-4BB remote

controllable is suitable for RCS measurements and imaging. Only one axis has

te be controlled for this application.

Control computer

Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) ~PDP-11/23 or ~PDP-11/73 processor with

512 kbytes RAN memory, 31 or 71 Whytes Winchester disk, dual floppy drive

and IEQ11-A dual IEEE-488 controller board.

The operating system is the real-time multi-user ~RSX-11.

A connection to DECNET and/or Ethernet is possible as an option.

Peripherals

- DEC VT240 monochrome or VT241 color graphics terminal,

- DEC LASO (80 characters wide) or LA240 (132 characters wide) matrix printer,

- DEC LVP16 or Hewlett Packard HP7475A pen plotter (6 pens).
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Figure 2 schematically shows the data processing from data acquisition to the

radar image (the reflectivity density function). Rectangles represent data,

ellipses represent data conversion steps and broken arrows represent input

from the measurement set-up.

The following explains this figure:

Data acquisition:

The HPB510 I HP8511 samples and AID converts the radar data as function of

frequency.

raw da~a G (f)
r

error correction: the raw data can be corrected for the frequency response of

the instrumentation and the anechoic chamber. Error correction is optional.

Error correction can include conversion to dBsm values, time delay and

subtraction of the empty room.

,
correction coefficiepts: correction coefficients can be generated by using

the HP8510 internal network calibration procedure or by supplying these

coefficients externally (especially when error correction must include

conversion to dBsm values and subtraction of the empty room). Special

calibration programs may be necessary.

1
corrected data Gc{f)
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Figure 2. Data processing from data acquisition

to radar illl8ge,

reflecti vi ty

density function

g(x.y)
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windowing: weighting of frequency domain data.
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window shape: the window shape gives a trade-off between dynamic range and

resolution. It specifies the point-spread function.

time span: specifies the time spacing between data points in time domain.

time delay: centers the HP8510 time domain trace around the target area.

DFT: a Discrete Fourier Transform transforms the trace data from frequency

domain to time domain.

time domain data Gt(t)

At this stage there are two possible ways to get the radar image: measurement

type A and B (see figure 2). Type A can give higher resolution images than

type B, but requires longer data acquisition time and computer time for the

calculation of the image. Type B is in fact a first order approximation of

type A for small bandwidth and small aspect angle span.

A is also the type of measurement for high accuracy, time gated OW RCS

measurements.

The follOWing steps in the data acquisition part are o~ly necessary for
measurement type A.

time gate: filtering of time domain data: removal of data from outside the

target area.

qate shape: gives a trade-off between passband ripple, sidelobe levels and

cutoff time.

~: transforms the trace data from time domain back to frequency domain.

1
time-gated frequency domain data Gtg(f)
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1

The positioner controller synchronizes the target positioner with the HPB510.

The result is a data file with radar data as function of frequency and aspect

angle for measurement type A and as function of time and aspect angle for

measurement type B.

measurement type A: Gtg(f,e)

3-D vector math.

Empty-room subtraction is essentially the same for measurement type A and B;

only the domains differ.

There are two possible ways of empty-room subtraction: without and with a

moving target support. In the first case the empty room is no function of

the aspect angle: one data trace suffices to describe the empty room. In the

second case it is and data traces for all aspect angles are necessary.

Therefore an empty-room measurement takes substantially more time.

When the empty-room can be described by a single trace, the subtraction can

also be performed by the error correction of the HPBS10. Care must be taken

to not subtract the empty-room twice.

The empty room data Etg(f,e) is the output from the data acquisition Gtg(f,e)

without a target in the anechoic chamber. The single trace empty room data

Etg(f) is the output from the data acquisition at only one aspect angle:

Gt9 (f,eol. E~(~,e} and E~(~I are d~ved from G~(f,e},

measurement type A: Gt (f,e)
9S
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Imaging.

Imaging differs completely for measurement type A and B.

For type A the folloWing steps apply:

transformation: the imaging can be described exactly by a Fourier

Transform from the cartesian coordinates f and f to the target area
x y

cartesian coordinates x and y (cross-range and range). Because the frequency

and aspect angle are polar coordinates in the f and f coordinate systemx y

a transformation is necessary to get data at the proper f x and f y

coordinate values.

windowing: weighting the f and f domain data.
I y

window shape: same as window shape in data acqUisition stage.

FFT: Fast Fourier Transform from f to 1 (c cross range) and from
- 1

f y to Y (= range) domains.

reflectiVity density function g(I,1,)
I

For measurement type B the following steps apply:

wipdowipg: weighting the aspect angle domain data.

window shape: same as window shape in data acquisition stage.

FFT: from aspect angle domain to cross-range.

reflectivity density function g(l,y)
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The software for the measurement set-up and imaging is menu driven and

consists of three parts: data acquisition, 3-D vector math and imaging.

For each measurement or operation a log-file of all input instructions and

input and output data filenames is generated.

Data acquisition

Input parameters for the data acquisition are the following:

- output filename (for Gtg(f,e) or Gt(t,e) data)

- error coefficients: - no correction

- HPB510 internal calibration set

- externally loaded correction coefficients

- center frequency (f )a

- frequency span OR range cell size (= c/(2.B) )

center aspect angle (eo)

- aspect angle span OR cross range cell size (= c/(2.f .e)
. 0

- number of angular positions OR cross-range span

N.B. For measurement type A, frequency span, aspect angle span, range

resolution and cross-range resolution are highly interdependent. Range

and cross-range resolution also depend on the window shape which is

partly selected in the imaging stage of processing.

- time window shape

- delay time
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- time span or data point spacing

- measurement type: A or B

- number of data points to be stored in the frequency domain for measurement

type A and in the time (or range) domain for measurement type B

- when measurement type A is selected: time gate center, span and shape.

3-D vec"bor ma"bh.

Input parameters for 3-D vector math are:

- input filename (for Gtg(f,e) or Gt(t,e) data)

- output filename (for Gt (f,e) or Gt (t,e) data)gs s

The program checks whether input file and empty room file have the proper

format (domains, domain spans and number of data points).

Imagi.n.g

Input parameters for imaging are:

- input filename (for Gtg(f,e), Gt(t,e), Gtgs(f,e) or Gts(t,e) data)

- output filename (for g(x,y) data)

- window shape

The program checks whether the input file was generated with measurement type

A or B and automatically performs the proper imaging algorithm.
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There are three ways to display data: as 2-D plots (single traces on cartesian

or polar graphpaper), as 3-D plots and as contour plots.

The software for displaying data is menu, softkey driven and works

interactively with dr~wing: commands show immediate action on the graphic

terminal when possible.

A hardcopy of the plot on the graphic terminal can be made on the LA50 or

LAZ40 printer or on the HP7475 or LVP16 pen plotter.

2-D plot15-

There are three different types of graphpaper for displaying 2-D data:

cartesian paper, horizontally split cartes~an_~a~erandpolar paper. Figure 3,

4 and 5 show examples of these graphpapers, made on a LA50, with plotted data.

Figures 3 and ~ also show parts of the softkey menu.

Vi A (dg)

-10.

-20.

-30.

-40.

-50.

-60.

-70.

-BO.
-2. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

-'."16.
chennel 1

IN

Figure 3. 2-D plot on cartesian paper with a page of the menu and a marker.
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1: S11=b1la1 log H & ph vs. angle 2: S11=b1/a1 log H & ph vs. angle ....

....
dr. t.race-

0.0 270.

-10.
210.

-20.

-30. 150.

-40. 90.

-50.
30.

-60.

-30.
-70.

-SO. -90.
-G. -2. 2. 6. -6. -2. 6.

Figure 4. 2-D plot on horizontal split cartesian paper with a page

of the menu.

Figure 5. 2-D plot on polar paper.
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For cartesian paper horizontal and vertical axis scaling and labeling can be

freely selected. Magnitude (linear and logarithmic) and phase can be displayed

separately or both. The magnitude label is always on the left side of the

graph, the phase label is always on the right side of the graph. For

horizontally split layout these labels are valid for both graphs.

For polar graphpaper the radius axis scaling and labeling can be selected as

for cartesian paper. The angle always represents aspect angle.

Two or more traces can be drawn on the same graphpaper using different line

patterns or colors. Data from two different files can be plotted on all three

types of graphpaper; for single cartesian and polar as overlays, for

horizontally split cartesian from one data file on the left paper and from the

other data file on the right paper. Above and below the graph is information

on what is being displayed.

A marker is available for displaying the numerical values of the data trace

at the position indicated by this marker. The. marker can be moved by the arrow

keys on the keyboard. Figure 3 shows a marker. The numerical values are right

above the graph:

When the function to be displayed is a function of two variables (for instance

Gtg (f,9>, which is a function of frequency and aspect angle) then one

variable must be selected as horizontal axis variable and one as fixed

parameter value. The parameter value (selection of trace) must be given by the

operator.

3~D p~ots and contouT p~ots

All 3-D data files mentioned in the section -data processing stages in RCS

measurements and imaging- can be displayed as 3-D plots and contour plots.

When the dimensions of the domain differ, the contour plot and the

·unproject&d- ground surface of 3-D plots are square. When the dimensions

are the same (only possible with g(l,y» the paper is scaled so that one unit

in 1 direction and one unit in y direction have the same length.
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The domain value «x,y), (f,e), etc.) labe15 and scaling can be freely

selected. For 3-D plots these values are rounded to the nearest data point

in the data file. Mostly the whole data file must be drawn, which is the

default.

For contour plots the height levels can be selected by three numbers:

from-value; to-value; step-value. For instance, -10; -50; -10 means contours

at height levels -10, -20, -30, -40, -50. Contour levels at different height

levels are drawn with different colors or with different line patterns.

For 3-D plot5 the z-axi5 label and 5caling can be freely selected. A -ground

surface" level can be selected which is the minimum value in the displayed

plot.

Examples of contour and 3-D plots are shown in the appendix. The -ground

surface" level of all 3-D plots is at -65 dBsm. In 3-D plots all acquired

data is shown. For contour plots the center section is shown: 31 range cells

(each c I (2.B)J by 31 cross-range cells (each c I (Z.fo.e). Each

tick mark is one cell wide.
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Fig. 1: Res image of one cylinder, range VS. cross-range, polarization v-v.
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Fig. 2: Res contour of one cylinder, range VS. cross-range, polarization v-v.
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Fig. 3: Res image of one cylinder, range VS. cross-range, polarization v-v.
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Fig. 4: Res contour of one cylinder, range VS. cross-range, polarization v-v.
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Fig. 5: Res image of B747 aircraft (1:100 scale model), polarization v-v.
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Fig. 6: Res contour of B747 aircraft (1:100 scale model), polarization v-v.
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Fig. 7: Res image of B747 aircraft (1:100 scale model), polarization v-v.
yaw angle _10 0 (nose down)

aspect angle 70 (to the right)
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Fig. 8: Res contour of B747 aircraft (1:100 scale model), polarization v-v.
yaw angle _100 (nose down)

aspect angle 70 (to the right)
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Fig. 9: Res image of B747 aircraft (1:100 scale model), polarization v-v.
aspect angle 45 0
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Fig. 10: Res contour of B747 aircraft (1:100 scale model), polarization v-v.
aspect angle 45 0
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Fig. 11: Res image .of 8747 aircraft (l: 100 scale model) I polarization v-v.
aspect angle 90°
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This report shows the results of RCS-measurements performed with the

Compact Antenna Test Range 3025B at the Eindhoven University of Technology

from 16-Aug-85 to 27-Aug-85.

Instrumentation

HP 8350/83550

directional
/ coupler

r--.""';'--Y ....

I , )
radar
transmitter

-22 dB

'V
-I-

_ attenuater
12 dB

./

v

al bl

HP 8511

HP 8510

Figure 1. RF-instruaentation

(

__ attenuater
40 dB

for calibration

radar
receiver

All measurements w.re performed in RAMP mod., trace length • 401 points.

The output power from the HPB350/HPB3550 was 21 dam.

Both tim. domain window and time gate shape were set NORNAL.

CArR mod.l 3025B was used. The anechoic chamber was covered with RF-absorbers,

type Emerson &Cuming CV6 and CV4.
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Scientific Atlanta azimuth over elevation positioner and positioner

controller were used. The positioner was surrounded by a bOI of chipboard,

covered with I&C CV6 absorber. This positioner, target and target mount are

shown schematically in figure 2.

styrofoam
column

(

__~~~__--steel tube

positioner

radar

Figure 2. Positioner with cover, target and target mount.

Control of the positioner and acquisition of data from the HP8510 was

performed by a Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) PDP-ll/23.
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Targets

Three types of targets were used:

1: square plate, dimensions: 6.S- X 6.S-, 3 mm thick.

Computed max. RCS: 9.46 dBsm at 9.228 GHz
11.3 dBsm at 11.4 GHz

2: square plate, same as target 1 with vertical sides milled to 30°, as

shown in figure 3.

------ - - - - - - - ------....

~o-o--_-
6.5"

radar

Figure 3. Top view of target 2.

3: cylinder, dimensions: 20- long, 3/4- diameter,

Computed max. RCS: -0.22 dBam at 9.228 GHz

+0.70 dBs. at 11.4 GHz

shaped on a lathe.
I

All targets were supported by a styrofoam column. Target 2 was measured with

two different supports, which is identified as target 2-a and target 2-b.

Target 2-b has a styrofoa. support which lifted the target higher above the

positioner than the support of target 2-a. The supports for target 1 and 2-a

were equal, the supports for target 2-b and c were similar.
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Cilibratign of HP8510
The two feeds were replaced by a 40dB attenuat.r. Then a HP8510 calibration

procedure was performed as follows:

CAL

CAL2 3.511J11 A.1

RESPONSE

SHORT

DONE: RESPONSE

Bor"ight determinatiop Ind gate settipg procedures for ,guare plItt
a. Visually align tlrget at boresight.

b. Mealure response on HPBSI0 in time domain and set time gate cent.r , span.

c. Measure response on HP8510 in frequency domain with gate on.

d. Adjust positioner in both Izimuth and elevation to the maximum re.ponse

of·the center frequency in time gated frequency domain.

e. Check whether time gate center' ,pan Ire .till valid with target at

boresight. If not, repeat the procedure.

Bor.,ight determination Ind g,t, ,etting procedure, for cylipder
Same IS for square plate except for step 4: only azimuth·wa. adjusted.

/

Empty rgOP ,.alur!p,nt

Th. empty room wa, mea,ur.d after the time gate center , span were determined

as described above. 256 average. were suffici.nt.
The empty room dltl were subtrlcted from the measur.d targ.t-datl by the

.xternal control computer.

CH-mea,urem'ntl
A CW-m'IIurem,nt, without uling time domain options has be.n performed on
target 3. Thi. type of measurement is comparabl. with measurements using a OW

source and receiver and subtracting the background by means of hardware. Thi.

mea.ur.ments wa. performed at 11.4 GHz with V-V polarization ori.ntation.
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The measurement was performed in exactly the same way as all time-gated

measurements, only GATE was set OFF. The results are shown in figures 4 and 5:

figure 4 is without background subtraction, figure 5 is with background

subtraction. The number of averages was set to 16.

Figure 5 clearly shows the largest sources of unwanted radiation:

at approx. -18 degrees the reflections from the anechoic chamber wall at the

side of the subreflector of the CArR, at approx. +17 degrees the direct

coupling between feeds and target.

The measurement is a very illustrative example of the need of time gating.

Corresponding time-gated measurements (see next section) show no traces of

reflections from walls and feeds.

Time-gated cw-m,asurtmepts

The" following list gives all key information on the time-gated measurements.

All measurements except one are co-polar RCS measurements. Figures 42, 43 and

44 show a cross-polar measurement (Filenames: STAAF6 and STAF6S).

MTE: Ui-itU6-85

Fig. TlTgtt Pllariz. FUen.. Frtquenc:y 8ac:kgr subtr Nr.av.,agn IIngulirsplft ling. spacing
/

, 1 H-H PLAAT1 9.228 6Hz NO 4 -50,50 .5

7 1 H-H PlAT1S 9.228 6Hz YES 4 -50,50 .5

8 1 H-H PlAT1S 9.228 6Hz YES 4 -so,5O .5

- 15 Itiz

+15 tthz

1 PLAAT2 9.228 6Hz NO -50,50 .5

10 1 PlAT2S -9.228 6Hz YES 4 -50,50 .5

11 1 v-v PlAT2S 9.228 6Hz YES 4 -50,50 .5

- 15 tIIz

+15 Itfz
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DATE: 2O-AUG-85

Fig. Target Polariz. Filtllllllf Frequtllcy Bickgr subtr NT.lIJfTlgK Angullrspan Ang. spacing

12 2a V-V PlAAT3 9.228 6Hz NO 4 -50,50 .5

13 2. v-v PlAnS 9.228 6Hz YES 4 -50,50 .5

14 2. V-V PLAT3S 9.228 6Hz YES 4 -50,50 .5

- 15 tttz

+15 tIfz

DATE: 21-AUG-85

Fig. T.rget Polariz. FiltnaDf Frequtllcy 8act.gr subtr NT. lV,r19K Angular span Ang. spaci Rg

15 2-. H-H PlAAT6 9.228 6Hz NO 4 -50,50 .5

16 2-, H-H PlAT6S 9.228 6Hz YES 4 -50,50 .5

17 2-. H-H PLAT6S 9.228 6Hz YES 4 -50,50 .5

- 15 6Hz

+15 6Hz

22-AU6-85

Fig. Targtt Polari!. FUtn.. FrtqutRcy 8Ickgr subtr NT.lYtTlgtS Angullrspan Ang. spiting

18 2-0 H-H PlMT9 9.228 6Hz NO 4 -50,50 .5

19 2-b H-H PlAT9S 9.228 6Hz YES -50,50 .5

20 2-0 H-H PlAT'S 9.228 6Hz YES 4 -50,.50 .5

+100 tttz

- 100 tttz
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MTE: 26-AUG-85

F'i g. Target Polariz. Filename Frequency Backgr subtr NT. averages Anguhrspan Ang. spacihg

21 2-b v-v PlAnO 9.228 6Hz NO 4 -50,50 .5

22 2-b PI.TIOS 9.228 6Hz YES -50,50 .5

23 2-b PLTIOS 9.228 6Hz YES 4 -50,50 .5

+100 HItz

- 100 HHz

24 2-b PlAT11 11.4 6Hz NO 4 -50,50 .5

25 2-b PLTllS 11.4 6Hz YES 4 -50,50 .5

26 2-b v-v . PlT11S 11.4 6Hz YES 4 -50,50 .5

+100 11Hz

- 100 tttz

27 2-b IHI PALT12 11.4 6Hz NO 4 -50,50 .5

28 2-b IHI PlT12S 11.4 6Hz YES 4 -50,50 .5

29 2-b IHI PlT12S 11.4 6Hz YES 4 -50,50 .5

+100 Ittz

- 100 11Hz

30 3 H-H STAAF'2 9.228 6Hz 4 -20,20 .2

31 3 IHI STAf2S 9.228 6Hz YES 4 -20,20 .2

32 3 H-H STAf2S 9.228 6Hz YES 4 -20,20 .2

+100 HItz

- 100 lttz
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33 -3 v-v STMF'3 9.228 6Hz NO 4 -20,20 .2

34 3 v-v STAF3S 9.228 6Hz YES 4 --20,20 .2

3 STAF'3S 9.228 6Hz YES 4 -20,20 .2

+100 MHz

- 100 HHz

DATE: 27-AUG-SS

Fig. TlTgtt PollTiz. Filen.. FTtquenty BackgT subtT NT. lYeTages MgullT sp.an Mg. sp.acing

3 STMF4 11.4 6Hz NO 4 -20,20 .2

37 3 STAF4S 11.4 6Hz YES 4 -20,20 .2

38- 3 v-v STAF4S 11.4 6Hz YES 4 -20,20 .2

+100 HHz

- 100 MHz

39 3 H~ STMF5 11.4 6Hz 4 -20,20 .2

40 3 H-H STAF5S 11.4 6Hz YES 4 -20,20 .2

41 3 H-H STAF'5S 11.4 6Hz YES 4 -20,20 .2

+100 tItz

- 100 ttIz

42 3 STMF6 11.4 6Hz NO 4 -20,20 .2

43 3 v-H STAF'6S 11.4 6Hz YES -20,20 .2

44 3 STAF6S 11.4 6Hz YES 4 -20,20 .2

+100 ttIz

-100 tttz
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Radar range metingen

Doe~: meten van de ref~ectivity density

a~s functie van radar range.

g(x.y,z) ~ ref~ectivity density function

Vooronderste~~ingen:

1. Er va~t een v~akke go~f op de target.

2. A~~e ref~ectoren op ge~ijke range te~1en

in -rase op:

3. T.g.v. shading verdwijnen ref~ectoren in

de schaduw van andere ref1ectoren.

4. g(x,V.z) is ona-rhanke1ijk van f.

Gemeten signaa1 (receiver):

G(I) = f 'j (y) ex" (- j 'f 7f 'I / -\) d 7
'1
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I

G(I) ={ ~ ('j) exp (-j 2.Tr 'I ¥) ely

I

h = 2/

G'U~) =J~ ('I) Up (-j nr '1 h) J. 'I
'1

~ ('I) = r G'Ny} ex f ( i 2.. '"If '117 ) d I,
1'1

=.z. ~ G(I) Of (i l7f ¥:-) dl
f



Conc~usie:

g(y) kan exac~ gerecons~rueerdworden ui~

he~ vo~~edige ~requentiespectrum G(~) d.m.v.

Fourier Tran5~orma~ie.

Voor bandbegrensde sys~emen ge~d~:

H(I) windowTunc~ie

impu~sresponsie

v.h. mee~sys~eem

Reso~u~ie:

de aTs~and waarop ~wee reT~ec~oren van

ge~ijke 9roo~~e van e~kaar onderscheiden

kunnen worden.

(-6dB bunde~breed~e van de impu~sresponsie)

. . .
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Ca~ibra't:ie

Frequen't:iedomein:

G(T) voor bo~ ¢ » ~

Per de'f'ini't:ie:

is cons't:an't:

bo~ ¢ = 1.
2

m ====> Res = 0 dBs-m

Tijddomein:

sm == square me't:er

In de Fourier TransTormatie word't: een

constante meegenomen zodanig dat de

respons-ie van een bo~ (¢ » ~) in Met

tijddomein een maximum MeeTt ge~ijk

aan G('f') voor dieze~Tde bo~.

Deze constante is- dus- aTManke~ijk van

de bandbreedte en van de window'f'unctie.



Be~angrijkste meet~outen:

1 • Re~~ecties van de ~ege kamer.

(koppe~ing ~eeds, re~~ec~ies aan

re~~ecties van wand~n anechoic

CATR,

chamber)

2. De meetgevoe~igheid is ~requentie

a~hanke~ijk en onbekend.

Correctie:

'A 5,., EJ(--.
EF

N.B. EJ( en EF zijn ~uncties van ~ .

1. Superpositiebeginse~

(target + ~ege kamer) ~ege kamer
i

== target

2. Ca~ibreer met target met bekende RCS(~).
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Fou~ in correc~ie 1:

Door he~ p~aa~sen van een targe~ in

~ege kamer is de responsie van deze

veranderd t.g.v:

1. Shading ach~erwand

de

kamer

2. Re~~ec~ies van target via

(wanden,re~~ectoren) naar

~ege kamer

on~vangstf'eed.

Correc~ie:

Time 9a~ i ng.

Door juis~e ontwerp van de meetop.te~~in9

kunnen deze ref'~ec~ie_ in ne~ time domain

(radar range domain) buiten de target area

gehouden worden en daardoor buiten net

~requentie_pec~rumG(f') gehouden worden
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Imaging

Doe~: het reconstrueren van de re~~ectivity

density a~s ~unctie van radar range

en cross-range.

rolAtlOtl'\

a.J!.~ -iAr~et

II~;;~~f --'~"'~'r::.x'

fd (,c,'1, i)

g(x,y,z) ~ re~~ectivity density ~unction

x,y,z ~ coordinaten ste~se~ target,

x = cross-range, y = range

u,v,w = coordinaten ste~se~ radar

8 = aspect ang~e

Vooronderste~~ingen:

1. Er va~t een v~akke go~~ op de target.

2. A~~e punten op ge~ijke range en cross--

range te~~en in ~ase op:

~ (", r ) := ( CJ (X, '1,2-) e:I~

t
3. Er treedt geen shading Ope

4. g(x,y,z) is ona~hanke~ijk van ~ .



T,

IZx

g(x,y,z) = reT~ectivity density Tunction

x,y,z = coordinaten ste~se~ target,

x = cross-range, y = range

u,v,w = eoordinaten ste~se~ radar

e = aspeet ang~e

.
Voor vaste e is de tota~e reT~ectie Van

range V gegeven door:

p ( V, e) = r ~ ,(V, L4) d L{

u

waar:

~ , ( V, u) = " (~, y )

x. =U c.~s 9 + V S I., e

.'t = - &.( S Ihe+- V CDS e

Voor vaste e is de tota~e responsie voor

vaste T gegeven door:

G (./, e) = rp ( v, e) exr (-i 'I 11" V / >. ) J v

V

Met ,/).. = -lIe. en V= XS/Me + )'cose wordt di1

G(I,e) =
f( ~ (OX, ~) ex p (-j '1 rr t- [~ 5i.. e + '1 cO") eJ) "j X d r

'%/1



(( ~(X,'1) erp{-j41Tf[X $; .. 8 + '1 cDseJ)d,,"'y
'X, .,

Me't:

c.o~ e

word't: di't:

G(/~, I.,) =)) ~ (7C, '1) 0 p (- j l1T [ 1)1 " + I., '1]) d " '"7
i



,
•,

\,,,,,
\,,,,

•
•

= 2. :l,

=?.i.
c.

T en e zijn

cartesische

argument Ill: e

po~aire coordinaten in het

coordinaten ... te~se~/ fx ,17

straa~ -=

~FT niet moge~ijk omdat

(equidistant in T en S)

i n -I X en -I 'I ~

opgenomen datapunte

niet equidistant zi



Voor k~eine e en k~eine !i ge~dt de

1-
benadering=

I" ::.- 2. f: sip> e = :t *(, + #)( e - ~ + ..... )

/7=2.:f Cos e = 2. h... ('+ -Y-)( I-
e.. -1-

e~

-
2. .f

eerste orde ~ermen~

= 2:l:...
C-



~,

2.B-G
.It

~ ....

'"
,

!fa

117

.

== 2.1t'
C-

)

Indien a~~een eerste orde termen beschouwd

worden. dan

equidistant

is de

in -Ix
gemeten

en 11
data we~

domein.

(

(

)

)

x

y

== cross-range

== range

Cross-range reso~utie
c.-

Range re'So~utie
c:

2.8

c..- e -- c > B.-",0 =8



Ge~digheidsgebied eerste orde benadering

Norm: maxima~e ~ase~out over processing

apertuur ... TT/2...

C\£f .... ,,'
coo .. ~i t" .. tes.

etpprt> X I """Ai~J
coo~~i"",-{~s

1 i. - B
c.

Benadering:

tweede orde ~aseTouten

a. ( 2. Ti • 2--C-

'Jll~fB lels±8
B == bandbreedte,

lxl~iDc I~I ~~Dr

~ == aspect ang~e span

== max. cross-range, 0 ..... max. range



Indien we schrijven ..
r~

Ci

I e,.. -- 2-5
r
I
t--~,,_

f- C
8)fc. - -L - 210

roo dan vinden we:!

f

Conc~usie: cross-range ~rans~orma~ie is

gevoe~iger voor ~ase~ou~en dan range
~ran_~orma~ie.

Fa_e~ou~en ui~en zich in:

1 • Spreiding van

de randen van
de
de

impu~_respon_ie op
f

~arge~ area.

2. Fou~ in po_i~ie van he~ maximum van
de impu~_re_posie aan de randen van

de ~arge~ area.

Li~era~uur:



filename: CI553S.IMA Maximum c -22.58 dBsm
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-45.
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-65.
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-0.'
CROSS-"RANGE (M)

o target

•

Res image of one cylinder, range VS. cross-range, polarization v-v.



1.16 Fiiename: CI553S.IHA
freq. from 9. GHz

to 11. GHz
step 5. MHz

0 target
Asp. ang. from -6.1 dg

to 6.1 dg
2.: step .39 dg
'-'
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W ....
(.!) -25. dBslI .... •Z ----------- -35. dBsm<{ ...
([ Q " " • " ....... -45. dBsII
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CROSS-RANGE (M)

Res contour of one cylinder, range VS. cross-range, polarization v-v.



Filename: B7472S.IMA Maximum =-23.31 dBsm
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Res image of B747 aircraft (1:100 scale model), polarization v-v.
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Filename: 87472S.IMA
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to 12.5 GHz
step 7.5 MHz
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Res contour of B747 aircraft (1:100 scale model), polarization v-v.
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. Fi 1ename: B74735.IMA
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to 12.5 GHz
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Res contour of ~747 -aircraft (1: 100 scale model) i polarization v-v.
aspect angle 90
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